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Alleged rapist pleads not guilty
Aaron Gray ■
The BG News
A man prosecutors are calling
a "serial rapist" pleaded not
guilty Thursday afternoon to
charges of raping a 24-year-old
University student at knifepoint
in 1993.
Twice-convicted rapist Eric B.
Pearson, 43, was escorted by a
sheriff's deputy into Judge Gale
Williamson's courtroom wearing
an orange jail outfit and white
tennis shoes, his hands shackled
to his waist.
Within the past three months,
the former Arlington, Ohio resi-

dent has been in and out of court
on charges of four separate rapes
in northwest Ohio and is a suspect in at least one other rape
and attempted rape.
In three of the assaults, the attacker wore a bandana to cover
his face, placed a bag over the
victim's head and apologized repeatedly after the incident.
Charges in Bowling Green
were brought against Pearson
last month after police obtained
new DNA evidence positively
linking Pearson's blood to a semen sample taken from the victim.
Pearson, who has been in police

custody for more than a year, is
accused of rape and felonious
sexual penetration, both first degree felonies, and kidnapping, a
second degree felony. If convicted, he could face up to 25 years in
prison for each of the charges.
A pre-trial hearing is scheduled for Nov. 17 and Pearson's
jury trial is tentatively scheduled
to begin Dec 12, Wood County
Prosecutor Alan Mayberry said.
Pearson allegedly abducted
and raped a student on Aug. 27,
1993 near the corner of Pearl
Street and Ordway Avenue.
According to the police report,
a male attacker grabbed the

woman from behind and a put a
knife to her back, telling her he
would kill her if she made any
noise. He then allegedly made
the woman get on her knees,
placed a canvas bag over her
head, tied her hands behind her
back and raped her.
Mayberry said he is fairly confident of obtaining a conviction,
but would not make any predictions.
"I'm sure Marcia Clark was
probably pretty confident, too,
but you never know what a jury
is going to do," Mayberry said. "I
do feel that we have substantial
evidence."

After the rape occurred, the attacker reportedly told the woman
he had previously been in jail for
an attempted rape he claimed he
didn't commit.
Until 2 1/2 months before the
student was raped, Pearson had
been in prison for raping a
13-year-old Wyandot County girl
in 1981.
Last month, a Seneca County
jury sentenced Pearson to 12 to
IS years in prison for rape, attempted rape, abduction and two
counts of gross sexual imposition. The charges stemmed from
an April 2,1994 attack on a Tiffin
woman.

Pearson was found guilty of
grabbing the woman around her
neck and taking her to a wooded
area, where he placed a cloth bag
over her head, ordered her to
remove her clothing and raped
her.
Pearson is scheduled to be
tried on Nov. 6 for a second Tiffin rape in July 1994. Pearson allegedly broke into a woman's
house while she was sleeping, put
a pillowcase over her head and
raped her.
In July, Pearson was found not
guilty of the August 1994 rape of
See ALLEGED, page five.

The Pearson File
Aug. 27,1993:
A 24-year-old
University snidenl is attacked
near the comer of Pearl Street
and Ordway Avenue. The victim
later tells police that the man,
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, who was wearing a bandana.
Aug. 17,1981:
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June 8,1993: Pearson is
released from prison on parole.
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Dmsion building chanting "No
more violence! No morc
"*'" A
rape victim accuses the department
of inaction. In reponsc to public
pressure, police subsequently
release information on all the steps
they have taken in their investigation.
I
Nov 4 1993:

r

Sept 23,1993:
A man
wearing a blue bandana ovi
his face and a navy blue jacket
grabs a 21 - year-old woman at
the comer of Manville Avenue
and Scott Hamilton Street,
telling her he has a gun and
needs someone to love. The
woman manages to run into a
friend's apartment and escape.

February, 1994: Pearson is
cited for running a red light in
Bowling Green.

Feb. 24,1994:
Napoleon
police investigate reports of a
prowler spotted inside their city.
A man later identified as Pearson
is stopped in his car by a police
officer. The man strikes the
officer and drives away at 85
miles perr rhour.

July 14,1994:
Pearson
allegedly breaks into a Tiffin
woman's home, puts a pillowcase
over her head and rapes her
shorty after 3 a.m. At 8:45 a.m..
another woman is abducted by a
man matching Pearson's
description while riding her bike
on a country road outide of Tiffin.
The woman is taken in the man's
car to a wooded area where she
manages to escape.
|

April 2,1994:
A Tiffin woman is
abducted by Pearson and taken to a
wooded area where he puts a cloth
bag over her head and rapes her. Test
results later reveal a positive match
between DNA in a semen sample
taken from the victim's jeans and
DNA in a blood sample taken from
Pearson.

Surrounded by music

Aug. 22,1994:
A search of
Pearson's home and car by police
reveals a zippcred sweat shirt
jacket and black sweat panls. the
clothing worn in several attacks.

Aug. 15,1995:
Bowling Green
police receive a letter from an FBI
crime lab confirming that DNA in
Pearson's blood sample matches
evidence taken from the victim of
the Aug. 27. 1993 attack. I

T

June 19,1995:
Pearson is found
August 1994: Pearson allegedly
not guilty of raping a Kenton
Aug. 31, 1995:
Pearson is found
enters the house of a Kenton woman woman.
guilty of the April 1994 rape of a
and forces her to have sex with him.
Tiffin woman.
Pearson later tells police he had sex
with the woman but il was consensual.

USG members take
part in D.C meeting
Genell Pavelich
The BC News
Two members of the University's Undergraduate Student
Government traveled to Charleston, S. C, this past weekend to
participate in a conference concerning the
role of the fed■o a ■
eral government in higher
education.
USG PresimjM.n.M.
c*aanum*u
.VI.•A«*WMT
/,.!»•
dent Jeff Ste- «u».n
fancic and USG
cabinet member Marc Ross
were two of the
three college
students who attended the conference. Ross said the conference was sponsored by the De-

fJSG

partmcut of Education to look at Senator Nancy Kassenbaum
the role the government has had from Kansas, chairwoman of the
in higher education and what Senate Committee on Labor and
could be different in the future.
Human Resources.
"Policy makers from all over
attended the conference," he
Ross said he thought the consaid. "There were 70 people at ference was very effective bethe conference who brainstor- cause of the small group discussions between the participants.
med to come up with ideas."
"There was more of an interacStefancic said there was a lot
of brainstorm inn done with tion and exchange of ideas bedifferent University presidents tween the parti pants," he said.
and other post secondary educaRoss agreed it was good to
tors to come up with ideas.
"We were able to give a student have student input in the conferperspective to help the federal ence. He also said he thought the
government understand their conference was enlightening.
role in higher education," he
said.
"Education composes more
Also attending the conference than just universities and colin Charleston was Dick Riley, leges, but also graduate schools,
Secretary of Education for the trade schools and much more,"
Department of Education, and he said.

Husband sends wife mail bomb
Jessica Saunders
The Associated Press

Sttphanl< Mliluwl/Thr BC Ni.i

A itudent looks through a bin of records at the book, CD, tape and record sale In Jerome Library. The
sale took place in the music library from 12-4 Thursday afternoon.

MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Air
Force Maj Lester Keith Haney
told his wife that his late-night
phone calls from a woman in
Romania weren't suspicious, just
a friend from his overseas assignments.
She believed him. But that was
before a mail bomb exploded In
her hands in what authorities say
was Haney's attempt to get her
out of the way for his Romanian
lover.
Haney,. a 21-year Air Force

veteran, was charged with sending a mall bomb to his wife, Patty, with intent to Injure or kill.
Mrs. Haney said Wednesday
she didn't connect the late-night
caller and the bombing until federal investigators asked whether
there were problems with her
marriage She remembered the
phone calls, and her husband's
evasiveness.
"He put it off as his landlord's
wife, or friends he met over
there," she said. "I didn't pursue
it. I trusted him. I took him at his
word."

Then on Sept. 15, while her
husband and sons were in Missouri visiting Haney's mother,
Mrs. Haney got a package in the
mail. Its return address was WalMart headquarters in BentonviUe,Ark.
She opened it, and found a jewelry box and a card congratulating her on her first year as a
sales associate at Wal-Mart in
Prattvilie. When she lifted the lid
of the jewelry box, it exploded
and shards cut her face, arm*
See BOMI, page three.
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E.A.R.tothe
Ground...
The Falcon hockey team opens its season tonight
against Western Ontario and tomorrow versus
Brock out at the BGSU Ice Arena.
Bowling Green has a solid team again this year under
second year head coach Buddy Powers.
The combination of the Falcons and two also-rans from
Canada should add up to some entertaining hockey ~ and
a pair of BG victories.
Of course, these are non-league games. The big games
start next week, when arch-rival Michigan State comes
calling to the Ice Arena.
E.A.R Central thinks students should get out and cheer
on the Falcons this weekend and then all season. Bowling
Green hockey is... cool.
**•
E.A.R Central also believes that students should stay
behind the football team. The Falcons are 3-3 on the
season, and granted have struggled at times.
Listen, folks: if you were going to Akron - may the
heavens be merciful on you if you did - then 3-3 would
be straight out of the heavens.
Bowling Green takes on Ball State this weekend, and
despite two MAC losses the Falcons are still very much
in the title hunt.
And looming next week is Toledo, as yet undefeated in
the conference.
Stopping short of a MAC title, wouldn't it be nice to
ruin Toledo's season?
*•*
Apologies to Greg DeCrane but photo conditions at the
Mel Torme concert were less than optimal.
Poor lighting combined with a flash ban made for very
difficult conditions for photographers.
C'mon now, the Velvet Fog has been playing to packed
houses for more than 60 years.
E.A.R. Central thinks he can handle a flash.
***
E.A.R has learned that several campus students are
thinking about organizing a march for biker's rights - stolen biker's rights.
With a rash of recent bike thefts, the time for action
isnow.
***
Once again the traveling evangelists have made a pit
stop at the University.
Although the travelers are certainly welcome here,
E.A.R. Central wonders if Mr. Short and his cohorts realize that few listen to screaming reverends filled with
pent-up rage and hatred.
Copyright © 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material
in this publication without permisssion of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920
and is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in
the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions
expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those
of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long,
typed and include the writers name, phone number and University
affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit any and
all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph subscriptions.
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White guys have all the luck
"What do you want to do with
your life?"
It's a question that defines
American existence. And until
recently, I've never really had a
good answer.
Just like everyone else, I'd attend family reunions professing
my professional pipe-dreams.
And for a long while, I sorta fancied myself a future lawyer.
Then I took the LSAT.
After getting my test scores
and my rejection from Bob's
house of Law and Waffles, I
warmed up to the idea of becoming a Thurstin Avenue construction worker. Seems like a pretty
cooshy piece of work.
Then one day, destiny came
upon me like John Holmes in a
good film.
I want to be a white guy! I was
put on earth to be a typical white
guy. I want my birthright.
It seems like every class I attend, someone is always talking
about these crazy white guys.
Apparently, these white men
have all the power in the world.
They get great jobs. Just look
at all the white guys working (or
not) on Thurstin Avenue. Coincidence? I don't think so.
Furthermore, the cops love
"em. They all live in the suburbs.
And wait, here's the best part,
they don't even have to work for
it. Isn't this great?
Some people think so.
I want to be a white man. As a
white man, I'd be able to trad*
this low-paying newspaper gig
for my rightful spot in the corporate kingdom. It's so easy. All
you have to do is be white and, of
course, be a man.
I can see the interview now:
"Well, I see here, Joe that you
are white," says the white guy in
a suit.

"I have the rhythm of a deaf
chinaman, sir," I replied.
"And you do have a penis, don't
you?" he says, checking my other
credentials.
"Well, sometimes when I get
drunk I'm afraid to walk home
alone at night," I confessed. "You
know, I've had friends who've
been jumped coming home from
the bars."

"Now, Joe you know only people-without-extemal-genitals are
aloud to be afraid to walk alone,"
he chided. "Ask the 'Take Back
the Night' folks about that."
"I'll work on it, sir."
"Good, now if you just sign
here you'll be eligible for our 67
cent signing bonus," he exclaimed. "Just give that 67 cents
to my assistant, Jane, and she'll
get you you're first corporate
dollar."
And how hard could a white
guy's workday be? Get up in the
morning. Oppress, oppress, oppress, all day long. Take a short
break for lunch. And then, back
to the oppression grind.

And when I wasn't working, I'd
be hanging out at the club trading
funnies with the boys.
"What do you do when your
dishwasher breaks?" Chet would
ask.
"What?" we'd answer.
"Beat the bitch."

from the alley. "You're already a
white guy."
Sure, technically this guy was
correct.
"Yeah, but I want to be a white,
white guy. You know a honky, a
cracker, Casper the not-sofriendly sheet, the whole nine

In addition to fighting off the radical
women's groups, Mynfor Myn could band
together and ask the really important
questions.
Ha, all white guys are so witty. yards," I exclaimed. "I want my
But it won't always be this privileges! I want my job!
funny. If groups like NOW, Where's my Disneyland?"
NAACP and The Urban League
I was enraged. I was indignant.
have their way, Caucasian man- I knew I was in the., er.. white.
hood won't bring any privileges.
Brothers, we must rise up and
"Look around. You already
boldly face these challenges. have privileges. How many
White guys need a group of our powerful people are either womown.
en or minorities? Bryant GumWe need Myn for Myn. Our bal, and Barbra Walters don't
slogan? "We gave you the right to count," the voice calmly exvote, and we can take it back!"
plained. "Everyone in this counRight guys?
try is forced to assimilate to your
In addition to fighting off the culture, your language, your liferadical women's groups, Myn for style."
Myn could band together and ask
the really important questions.
"Well, maybe," I said, thinking
Like why ABC lets Brent Mus- there was something more imberger announce important portant for me to say. Oh, yeah. I
American League championship remember. "Does this mean the
series. Why we all subscribe to Thurstin Avenue job isn't coming
white male dominant Ideology through for me?"
and yet, it's still the man's reSome white guys will never
sponsibility to lower the lid. And
why there's braille on drive-thru learn.
ATMs.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday colImportant stuff. That white
umnist for The News. Questions,
guys yearn to know.
But why wont anyone tell me comments or concerns can be
how to become a white guy? I sent to jpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
He would like to thank Joe Boyle
longed for the easy life.
"Wait a minute," came a cry for his ideas.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Walkers habits
pose dangers
I would like to comment on the
suicidal habits of a certain group
of people in Bowling Green.
Specifically, I'm talking about
people who don't use crosswalks.
I don't want to sound like some
"look both ways before you
cross" lecture that we all got
back in first grade, but frankly,
from what I have observed, it
seems like a lot of people around
here could use a bit of a refresher on that subject.
"Pedestrians have the right of
way" is supposed to be a universal truth, but in reality,
anyone who has actually been a
pedestrian should know that it's
little more than an old wives tale.
The people driving the cars are
the ones with the three ton killing
machine at their command, so
pedestrians should probably pay
attention to what they are doing.
Anytime you go downtown, but
especially on Friday or Saturday
nights, people are running, walking, or in some cases strolling
across the street wherever they
feel like it.
I guess you must put a lot of
trust in the abilities (not to mention sobriety) of B.G. drivers. I
admire and applaud your faith,
but I think it's somewhat misplaced.
It comes down to this - you
have no reason to trust people
behind the wheel, and you have
every reason to be careful, there
are a lot of good drivers, yes, but
there are also a lot of stupid
drivers, and even potential dragracers in-training cruising the
streets of downtown B.G., espe-

cially on weekend nights. It's an
absolute zoo.
Try using a crosswalk. I'm serious about this. It's really very
easy to do - in fact, it's a lot easier than trying to dodge the cars
while jaywalking.
If I'm coming off as a little
sarcastic, it's probably intentional. But my reason for writing
this Is because I care about this
community, and I don't want to
see anyone get hurt. Frankly, I
think we're lucky that we've had
as few accidents as we've had.
Please use crosswalks, folks.
And if you absolutely must cross
where there Isn't one, at least
have the good sense to do it
quickly, instead of strolling
across at the speed of a turtle
like a lot of people insist on doing.
Yeah, pedestrians have the
right of way is a law of principal,
but the laws of physics present
another one-in a collision between a driver and a pedestrian,
the pedestrian will be the most
likely one to get hurt.
Please, everyone, be careful.
Scon Shriner
Journalism major

Drunk scene
was not typical

hours. The student ended up not
remembering much of the rest of
the night, but went out the next
night and did it again, "so it must
have been pretty good the first
time."
I believe that last part of the
story to be neither typical nor
likely. Someone who drinks
enough to not remember what
happened (the technical term is
blackout) probably will feel quite
ill the next day. Based on my experience reviewing Wood County
Hospital emergency department
records, a lot of BGSU students
end up celebrating their twentyfirst birthday at the hospital.
Drinking quickly and excessively can have even worse consequences than a hangover, or an
expensive medical bill. Recently,
on the same day, I read of two
students. One was a student at
another college who died with a
blood alcohol of .180 - he choked
on his own vomit. The other was
a BGSU student treated at the
hospital following a twenty-first
birthday celebration, with a
blood alcohol of .270! Fortunately, that student was kept safe
at the hospital until he was sober.
In moderate amounts alcohol
lowers inhibitions and can be a
lot of fun. In excessive amounts
alcohol Is a poison that progressively Impairs judgment, coordination, and ultimately consciousness.

I want to respond to "Meditations on Turning 21," in Weekend
Josh Kaplan
Student Health Service direcReality, 10/6795. The article described a student celebrating tor
turning 21 by getting drunk. The
scene was probably typical In
many ways, but in some respects
I found it to be a dangerous misrepresentation. The student in
the article had at least four,
I have written to The News to
maybe more drinks in under two

Court decision
based on facts

1

\

clarify a few points made by Ms.
Fetterman in the Oct. 2 edition of
The News. There seems to be
some confusion and misunderstanding as to how our Traffic
Appeals Board made their decision in her appeal of a parking
ticket. The Board's decision was
in no way based on the commentary she made in her appeal form
to us. Mr. Morgan, our Chief
University Advisor, also did not
mean to suggest that she should
be found guilty because of any
comments on her form. That Is
not how our Board operates, he
was simply tring to explain that
what was written was unnecessary and the improper forum in
which to voice those opinions. I
apologize for the impression
received, but I can assure you, it
was clearly not the intention. I
can also make assurances that
there is no lack of legal knowledge or professionalism with
Mr. Morgan.
We cannot solve any issues of
parking spaces with Parking &
Traffic. We can rectify the situation if a student has received a
parking ticket and does have mitigating circumstances.
Allen Relnmeyer
USG Judicial Board President

CORRECTION
The Undergraduate Student Government office is
located at 14 College Park,
rather than in the Student
Services Building. The of
flee will return to the Student Services Building in
the spring. The News regrets the error.

\
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Officials
march

W~A
WFAL to naurti residence halls
Costumbed members of
the WFAL promotions staff
will begin roaming the residence halls at the University today. They will be
knocking on doors as part of
a Trick-or-Treat in reverse
in honor of the long held
superstitions that are a part
of Friday the 13th.
When the resident answers, the costumed radio
peronality will try to get the
confused college student to
tune in to WFAL to win concert passes. The resident
will then be instructed to
call WFAL to register for
passes to a concert being
promoted by the Falcon
Radio Station. The concerts
will include Buddy Guy,
Oasis and Acid Tone, Urge
Overkill, October Project
and Big Head Todd and the
Monsters.

Keaggy to perform

PtuTKeaggy and Neale
and Webb will perform Oct.
21 at Faith Memorial
Church, 1320 E. Strub Rd. in
Sandusky.
Keaggy begain his recording career with a band
called Glass Harp in 1968
and began a solo career
within a few years.
He has been recording
Christian music for more
than two decadesj. Keaggy's albums include "True
Believer", "The Wind in the
Wheat", "Beyond Nature",
"Find Me in these Fields"
and "Crimson and Blue".
The opening act, Neale
and Webb, released their
debut album "At the Cross"
in May. Webb is originally
from Sandusky.
Tickets are available in
advance for $ 10 at Captain's
Quarters, Faith Memorial
Church ard Musician's Alley in Sandusky, Kiruland's
College in Huron, Family
Bookstores in Midway Mall,
Elyria and Covenant Corner
in Fremont. Tickets for
groups of 10 or more are
available for $8 each.

Sittin' on the Dock of the Bay

prepare

for

WASHINGTON - Federal and
local officials are taking seriously the notion that at least a half a
million men will descend on the
Washington Mall for Monday's
black men's march.
Streets will be closed, Metro
buses will run all night and commuters are being asked to carpool to spare roads expected to be
snarled by an Influx of buses and
visitors for the Million Man
March.
"You've really got to plan for
the most; if they say a million,
that's what you plan for," U.S.
Park Service spokeswoman Sandra Alley said Wednesday. "Realistically, what it's going to be, we
don't know yet."
But city officials got a clearer
picture of what to expect after an
evening meeting with march organizers, including Benjamin
Chavis and Arif Muhammad, a
spokesman for Nation of Islam
leader Louis Farrakhan.
"We think there's going to be
11,000 to 12,000 buses that we're
going to have to handle," city
administrator Michael Rogers
said. "That's a half a million people right there and then you don't
know who's going to drive and
who's going to take Metro. What
it sounds like is that there's going
to be a big crowd."
But Rogers said the city was
equipped to oversee the event,
which is scheduled to begin at
dawn and end late Monday. If the
turnout approaches the magic
figure organizers have predicted,
participants will cover the grass
of the National Mall, from a stage
at the foot of the Capitol to the
Lincoln Memorial.
"We still have every expectation that one million people, and
more than 11,000 buses, will
come for this march," Chavis
said. "On October 16, there will
be bright black sunshine in Washington, DC. - one million black
men marching on Washington."
Such a crowd would be unprecedented for a demonstration.
According to Park Service estimates, the biggest turnout for a
demonstration was 600,000 people for a 1969 Vietnam War
protest. The 1963 civil rights
march led by Martin Luther King
Jr. drew an estimated 250.000
people.
Other events, such as the bicentennial fireworks celebration
in 1976, have drawn an estimated
1 million people, but they were
spread over more of the city,
park police said.
The event, also called "a day of
atonement," is intended to bring
black men together for prayer,
reflection and inspirational
speakers.
VI COUPON

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

II

Confidential-Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604

1-800-589-6005

VOTED
"BEST PIZZA!"
LG. 2 ITEM $7

Richard Shelnwald/AP Photo
A fisherman baits line his book by the Detroit River as the early
morning sun rises behind the Ambassador Bridge, which con-

nects Detroit with Windsor, Ontario.

BOMB
Continued from page one.

and hands. A piece of the device
lodged in her right thumb, requiring stitches.
Haney, 43, was arrested Friday
after failing a polygraph test during a 12-hour interrogation.
A preliminary hearing was
scheduled for today in Montgomery. If convicted of the federal charge, Haney could get up

to 20 years in prison and a
$250,000 fine. Authorities said
additional charges may be filed.
Postal inspectors said they
found bomb materials at Haney's
home, a bomb diagram in his
desk at work, and 13 love letters
to the Romanian woman that
were retrieved from an erased
computer disk Haney surrendered.
Mrs. Haney, 37, said she never

saw the bomb materials, possibly ligence officer in 1993 and 1994.
The letters, written in
because her husband was sloppy
and the room was full of other Romanian, revealed an intimate
relationship between Haney and
things.
Ms. Brujba and a "desire by
According to a criminal com- Major Haney to be with Iulia B.
plaint filed in federal court in with his children and without his
Montgomery, Haney met the spouse," according to an arrest
woman, Iulia Brujba, in Romania affidavit. The Haneys, who have
when he was assigned there for been married about 25 years,
two six-month stints as an intel- have three boys ages 14,8, and 7.

nOUJL N Gn€€N€RV
"SUNDAY BRUNCH]
Fresh Carved Roast Beef
and Fresh Carved
Ham or Turkey

I

IncI Scrambled eggs, hash browns, bacon, dulchess
potatoes, mashed potatoes w/ gravy
Also desserts and full salad bar

Add BreadsUcka For Only $2.00 \ I
OocdAIAI
Pvtcpatng
Local»or»

OPEN Horn-2pm

krti

17.25 + lax
$6.95 + lax
$3.75
children 3 and

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

ADULTS
STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
CHILDREN 4-11
under free* No other dihcounU apply

Y FALCON HOCKEY OPENERS TONIGHT AND TOMORROW #
J

EASY ADMISSION... JUST PRESENT YOUR STUDENT I.D. AT THE GATE

fi^vraTE*3spPOUR;
"

^"^

j£ MIDNIGHT MADNESS TOMORROW-12:00|

"I* I1AVOR1 ON TAP

FRIDAY, 10/13

VELVET
JONES
The Best in
Modern Rock & Retro
135 N. Main

Wi

SATURDAY, 10/14

8cg>s
T^MJ6
353-6912

Join the men's basketball team this
Saturday, October 14 at 12:00 midnight)
to help kickoff their preseason during
MIDNIGHT MADNESS! Sports
anchor Dan Cummins and the BGSU
Pep Band, Cheerleaders, Mascots,
and Pommerettes will be in
attendance for all of the FUN
and EXCITEMENT! Free admission
and participation plus prize
giveaways throughout the event.
We hope to see you at
ANDERSON ARENA!

$100 IN

m
MIDNIGHT
MADNESS

m i

GIFT CERTIFICA TES GIVEN A WA Y!

I
■M
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Theft creates concern
Lee Buse
The BG News
A fire In an Of fenhauer East
residence hall room last weekend has officials at the University police division and the city
fire department more than a
little troubled.
According to the University
fire and safety officer John
Curlis, an investigation by the
fire department determined
that the fire started after an
electric fan shorted out, catching a mattress and some materials on the floor on fire.
Since the room's smoke detector had been previously unplugged, no alarm sounded until smoke seeped from under

Fire department troubled
by loss of extinguishers
the door and set off an alarm in
the hallway.
If not for quick action by
campus police, who temporarily controlled the fire with an
extinguisher until the fire department arrived, Curlis said,
the blaze could have spread
and been much worse.
The thing that has Curlis and
other officials troubled the
most is the fact that the alarm
was unplugged, possibly endangering the inhabitants of
the room, had they been present. There have also been

many reports of missing or
damaged fire extinguishers.
"If the fire extinguisher used
to control the fire in Of fenhauer had been stolen or damaged the damage to the room
could've been far worse," Curlis said.
Since this semester started,
there have been eight extinguishers stolen and 10 damaged or purposely discharged,
Curlis said.
"I think many students view
these extinguishers as toys,"

Curlis said. "They are not toys,
they are emergency equipment
designed to prevent a small
fire from becoming a large
Barbara Waddell, the public
information officer for the
campus police, says she is
committed to stopping this
problem.
"If we find out who is responsible for taking this
equipment, we will enforce all
policies and procedures allowed on campus up to expulsion if it applies," WaddeU said.
"We will also prosecute them
to the maximum allowed by
law."

USG discusses financial aid
Genell Pavellch
The BC News
Students concerned with financial aid were able to attend a
program sponsored by the Undergraduate Student Government Wednesday night discussing the issue.
Marc Ross,
USG cabinet
member, said
about 30 people
attended the
ttff
EMManuMam
program to
stwmx
find out more
about student
aid
and
different legislation being
considered by congress.
"This program helped to inform the population of students
what is going on with current legislation proposals about student
aid," he said.
Also speaking at the program
was Conrad McRoberts, director

CiilP

TJSG

for student financial aid.
"I wanted to provide students
with background on legislation
that is being considered in congress and to answer any questions students might have,"
McRoberts said.
More than $40 million of federal student financial aid comes
into the University each year,
McRoberts said. He also said an
estimated 55-60 percent of students at the University receive
some kind of financial aid.
Ross said the program was important to educate students about
what is going on in congress with
financial aid.
"This program educated students who don't know what is going on or maybe don't have the
resources," he said. "The more
students hear and the more informed they are, they will be able
to make better decisions."
Some issues that were discussed included the possibility of
the Pell Grant being increased

SwutThoughtsforSlVttttSt 'Day
OctoSer 21,1995
jSwoetly Put - I Love You
$29.95
j This romantic arrangement of roses, snapdragons & daisies in a tail
I glass vase says it all.
{Whisper Sweet Thoughts
$24.95
3 That's what this cute jointed Cub Bear, who's hiding in a Iresh rose
1 arrangement will do on "Sweetest Day".
[JYou Can Melt My Heart
$19.95
flThis adorable stuffed "M ft M" is dancing on top of an arrangement of
'roses and daises and Is sure to melt someone's heart.
•Red Hot Lover
$16.95
2 Just for fun we topped off a clear box filled with red hots with a fresh
^arrangement of daises and mini carnations. Certain to please the love \
Jot your life!
The Flower Basket
Downtown next to Kaufman's
' 165 S. Main • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Call 352-6395 We Deliver

and the possible cut back or elimination of the direct lending program.
McRoberts said the direct student loan is working successfully
for students and students are assisted faster, without having to
go through individual banks.

be aware of what is going on and
they should let their representatives know what they think about
possible legislation.

Conrad McRoberts
director for student financial aid
student opinion, it can affect the
decisions they make."
He also said he is concerned
that programs not be cut back or
changed because it could prevent
students from attending the University. He said it is hard to predict how many students would be
affected by changes in legislation, but some may have to take
on more loans.

FRIDAY SPECIAL
$5.95 SEAFOOD SPLASH!
A variety o£ seafood
and our "own" clam chowdej:.
IncI: clams, scallops, shrimp, and Polloclp
Also complete salad bar and baked pot

ALUMINUM & STEEL CANS

•Includes colored and white paper, all
envelopes, index cards, non-glossy
advertisements, and post-it notes.
•No metals, newspaper, glossy paper.food
wrappers, paper towels, fax paper, etc.

GLASS
•Separate by color-Clear, Brown, & Greet
•Labels do not have to be removed

372-8909
Please do not
mix recyclables

MAGAZINES

%

Dear Prudent Student:
The spring 1996 schedule of classes will be available no later than
Monday, Nov. 6. The schedule will be distributed to residence halls.
Students who live off campus can pick up a copy at Registration and
Records.
Helpl I missed the Sept. 22 course request deadline. When Is the
earliest I can register? Forgetful Falcon

Who to my academic adviser? How can I find out? Where Waldo
Dear Where's Waldo:
All students at the University are assigned an adviser. If you do not
know the name of your adviser, contact your advising office.

Survey proves
jobs plentiful
Stu Berlow
College Press Service
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Jobs
for graduating seniors have
become much more plentiful
in the past year, and they generally pay better, a new survey said.
The Salary Survey —
v released earlier this month
by the National Association of
Colleges and Employers v revealed that hiring increased at 66 percent of the
schools that responded to the
group's survey, while oncampus recruiting was up 60
percent in 1994-95.
"There isnt anything In particular that caused this, just a

stronger economy and job
market," said Dawn Obcrman,
the association's director of
employment information.
A statement from the employment group noted: "After
several years of downsizings,
layoffs, and restructurings, it
appears that employers want
to grow and expand their
operations and may now be in
a position to bring on more
employees, thus opening the
door for new college graduates."
The University of Michigan
last year experienced dramatic improvement in campus
recruiting over recent
seasons.

&T\JfaU>*

Downtown BG

BG's Finest Restaurant
Make your Weekend
Extra Special
mm<s Wtob V**
- XTE OFFER *

BOOKS

PLASTIC BOTILES #1 & #2

5->

I'm anxious to plan my spring schedule. When will the spring 1996
schedule of classes book be available? Prudent Student

163 S- Main

MIXED OFFICE PAPER

•Both con be placed in aluminum ban
•Remove labels on steel cans

•Remove plastic wrappers, non-shiny
covers, and product samples

Dear Maxed Out Marge:
Maybe you should consider dropping a course to ease the workload.
To drop a course at this point in the semester, pick up a Drop/Add
Form from your College Office. If your instructor approves the drop,
his/her signature is required on the form. Be sure W/P (Withdraw
Pass) or W/F (Withdraw Fall) is marked. A WP will not affect your
grade point average, but a WF has the same effect on you GPA as an
F. The deadline to Withdraw Pass U Oct. 31.

lou'Klm

ITEMS RECYCLED ON CAMPUS

•Remove glossy or paper inserts
•Phone books and Course books can
be included (remove covert)

I'm overwhelmed with too many classes. What can I do? Maxed Out
Marge

Campus

Recycling stations can be found throughout the campus. Every residence hall and cafeteria has a designated
area for recycling. BGSU offices participate in paper recycling. Recycling barrels can also be found in all
classroom buildings on campus. Off-campus students can take their recyclables to the Bowling Green
Recycling Center on North College Drive, located just west of the Wood County Airport

NEWSPAPER

•'Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is what keeps you going." - Jim Ryun

Open 11:30-1:30.

BGSU RECYCLING PROGRAM

•Rinse bottles and throw away lids
•No plastic bags, bowls or any plastic
bottles #3-#7

Answers to important student questions

Dear Forgetful Falcon:
"Students can make a differBecause you did not course request by the deadline, you must wait
ence and have an influence," he untilNew Open Registration, Nov. 30-Dec. 1. Students whodid course
said. "If legislators hear a lot of request may call in to register during Priority Registration, Nov. 7-21
and Preferred Open Registration, Nov. 27-29.

"Some of the republican majority are seeking
to cut the direct lending program back or to
eliminate it altogether. There are 1,400
schools in the nation, however, that think the
program works and are struggling to
preserve the program."

"Some of the republican
majority are seeking to cut the
direct lending program back or
to eliminate it altogether," he
■ said. "There are 1,400 schools in
the nation, however, that think
the program works and are
struggling to preserve the program."
McRoberts said whatever opinions students have, they should

BGSJJ

Don't trash the
World-Recycle

•Hard and soft cover, textbooks, lawbooks,
paperbacks, spiral, wire or glue bound
•No magazines, newspaper, or loose paper

CORRUGATED CARDBOARD

-Weekend Feature
PmBm&SE*?OODBVFFET

•Ratten boxes
•No waxy boxes
•No paperboard (cereal, tissue boxes, ect)

•¥0

t

.
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Candidate fills
legal positions

Carvin'

Jim Barker
The BC News

At the moment, however, Reddin has his sights set on becoming Bowling Green's next MuniThe life of a judicial candidate cipal Court judge.
can be pretty hectic.
"I announced my candidacy
There are signs to erect on right after Judge [James] Bachfront lawns and many a city man announced his retirement,"
block that must be walked in Reddin said. "I've practiced law
search of voter support.
for the last 10 years, and there
are certain aspects of the job you
For Bowling Green Municipal can't experience as an attorney."
Court judge candidate Mark B.
Reddin, it has been a learning
experience.
Reddin, 36, has called Bowling
Green his home for a long time.
He graduated from Bowling
Green High School and from the
University with a Degree in Education.
He went on to graduate from
the University of Dayton Law
School.

"It's humbling, but
also very interesting.
You're going up to
someone's castle,
their front door, and
asking them to vote
for you."

Mark B. Reddin

Since then, Reddin has fulfilled
a number of legal roles. He has Bowling Green Municipal Court
judge candidate
served as a prosecutor for the
city of Bowling Green, village
legal counsel in Pemberville and
Reddin said campaigning has
an arbitrator for the Wood
been an experience of its own.
County court system.
According to Reddin, an arbitrator serves as a sort of emergency valve for judges, working
on select cases In order to free up
the judges' dockets.

"It's humbling, but also very
interesting," Reddin said. "You're going up to someone's castle,
their front door, and asking them
to vote for you."

Senior elementary education major Rachelle cleans out a pumpkin I Meanwhile, his brother, Andrew, S, works on his own pum'pkin.""
Thursday afternoon on Thurstln Road as Christopher, 7, looks on. I

Commissioners to open trail
John Wenzel
The BC News
Outdoor enthusiasts now have
the opportunity to enjoy nature
activities in the Bowling Green
area. The Wood County Park District will conduct the grand opening of the Slippery Elm Trail at 3
p.m. on Oct. IS in Rudolph, Ohio.
The Wood County Board of
Park Commissioners began planning the trail in 1989. The trail
runs 13 miles along the former
CSX railroad corridor that connects the Wood County communities of North Baltimore, Rudolph,
and Bowling Green.
In addition, there will be two
seperate ribbon-cutting ceremonies preceding the main
ceremony in Rudolph. One will
take place at 1 p.m. In North Baltimore in the trail parking area
on East Broadway and the other

Attendants encouraged
to ride bikes to ceremony
at 1:45 p.m. in Bowling Green in
the Montessori School parking
area located on Sand Ridge Road
at Maple Street.
Attendants to either ceremony
are encouraged to ride their bicycles in order to ride the trail to
Rudolph for the main ceremony.
Actual construction on the
12-foot wide paved path began in
March of this year, and was completed early October.
According to Andrew Kalmar,
the director of the Wood County
Park District, none of the time
spent on construction of the path
was wasted.
"It pretty much took that
long," Kalmar said. "Although

we've actually gotten this done a
lot faster than other projects
around the state."
Kalmar added the Slippery
Elm project has been very fortunate, since many park projects
run into resistance in the form of
lawsuits filed by environmental
groups and land owners.
The trail, which Kalmar said
has a finished grade quality of
tennis court asphalt, has been
made to accomodate such activities as bicycling, walking, jogging, rollerblading, horseback
riding and wheelchair use.
During winter months the trail
will not be plowed to allow for
cross country skiing.

Mike Klimis, a freshman film
studies major, said that people
who enjoy outdoor activities will
probably get a lot out of the trail.
"I think it's Important for people to get back to nature because
it clears their minds and helps
them think better," Klimis said.
He also said that the trail
would be a nice escape for students.
"Everytime you walk around
campus you can't help but notice
it's really crowded and busy,"
Klimis said.
Students' interests was one
major subject that Kalmar wanted to address.

ALLEGED
Continued from page one.

a Kenton woman. He remains a
Public defender Scott Hicks,
suspect in a separate Hancock who represented Pearson at the
County rape and an attempted arraignment, cited lack of money
rape in Bowling Green.
as the reason.
"This has been an extremely
Police believe Pearson at- expensive situation for [Peartacked a 21-year-old Bowling son's]parents," Hicks said.
Green woman on Sept. 23, 1993
Needles told the court he is
near the corner of Manville
Avenue and Scott Hamilton willing act as a consultant to the
Street. The victim managed to Wood County public defenders.
Pearson will be housed at the
escape her assailant, but saw his
face and was able to assist in Wood County Justice Center for
the next week to confer with his
creating a composite sketch.
new attorneys before being reDuring Thursday's arraign- turned to the Seneca County Jail.
Bond for Pearson was set at
ment, Pearson switched legal
counsel from Findlay attorney $50,000, although he is currently
Stan Needles, who has defended serving a prison sentence.
Pearson in previous cases, to a Mayberry said he was concerned
about the possibility of an appeal.
Wood County public defender.

"I just want the students at the
University to know that they're
as welcome as anyone else," he
said.

Local resident faces 25 years
BG man charged with aggravated burglary
Jim Barker
The BG News
A local resident is facing up to
25 years in prison for an aggravated burglary conviction.

Koester was serving a suspended 18-month sentence for a
theft conviction, and had already
served an 18-month stint on a
burglary conviction, when he
committed the February offense,
making It a first degree felony.

Paul A Koester, 18, and an accomplice broke into a Pearl
Street home in February and
Koester is also awaiting trial
stole several firearms, including on another aggravated burglary
a 9 mm semi-automatic pistol and charge stemming from an Incia shotgun.
dent during which Koester alleg-

edly broke into another Pearl
Street home and stole a shotgun.
The trial is set for Nov. 8 in Wood
County Common Pleas Court.

faces an additional three to eight
years in prison.
Wood County prosecuting attorney Gary Bishop said the
postponement was an appropriate measure.

Judge Charles Kurfess, residing over the previous trial and
the upcoming November
proceedings, postponed sentenc"It was the proper thing to do,"
ing for the October conviction Bishop said. "Especially when
until the new trial has ended. If you consider the number of
convicted of this latest aggra- crimes that [Koester) has been
vated burglary charge, Koester involved In."

HOM€ FALCON VOUEYRRll TONIGHT RND TOMORROW
Tonight vs. Hall St. 7 p.m. and Tomorrow vs. Western Michigan 4 p.m.

Tin; N.A.A.C.P. would like

taws
CONVENIENCE MART

to congratulate and wish

Good Luck in hor goal to bo
l« .SI

NORTH
11091 N.Main St

352-2430

SOUTH
996 S. Main
352-0534

GREENWOOD
CENTER
1602 E.Woosler
352-3113

located
In.ld.

► 910

, OHIO, •MONARCH-► 91C
OTTERYJ

30Million

O^ozu about a %gse?
ON

SUBWAY*

GREAT BUYS ON CIGARETTES!
•DORAL

What are you ging to give your sweetheart on
SWEETEST DAY?

•CAMEL
► $1.30
•WINSTON—- $1.30

smc

Oct. 9-14 from 10am-3:30 pm
UNION FOYER

m . _.
Prices:
miF*
single roses $1.50
6= $7.50
12roses=$12.00
Sponsored by UAO and HSA
Roses will be delivered on October 20th.

■MMI
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FBI broadens search
Michelle Boorateln
The Associated Press

HYDER, Ariz. - The FBI
broadened its search Thursday
for the saboteur who derailed
an Amtrak train, checking tire
tracks in the desert several
miles away, knocking on doors
in the sparsely populated area
and interviewing railroad employees.
About 40 of the 90 agents
who have been working near
the site of Monday's crash
fanned out to interview residents and others, said Robert
Walsh, the FBI agent running
the investigation.
About 20 other agents were
sent back to their home offices
from the crash scene SS miles
southwest of Phoenix, where
Amtrak's Sunset Limited derailed on a sabotaged stretch of
track and tumbled into a gulch.
One crew member was killed
and at least 78 people were injured.
The saboteur unbolted a bar
that holds two rails together,
loosened or removed spikes
and used a wire to bypass a
system intended to warn crews
of a break in the track.
Several copies of a letter alluding to the federal sieges at
Waco, Texas, and Ruby Ridge,
Idaho, and signed "Sons of
Gestapo" were found at the
scene.
Agents have been given access to Amtrak personnel records and are interviewing
employees of the rail company
and Southern Pacific Railroad,
which owns the track, said
Walsh, who heads the FBI's San
Diego office.
He cautioned against interpreting that to mean in-

Ken Kusmer
The Associated Press

EricDrstttr/APPlMO
Federal investigators continue to search for clues at the scene of Monday's sabatoge derailment of the
Amtrak sunset limited near Hyder, Ariz. The train toppled 30 feet from a trestle killing a crew member and Injuring at least 78 people.
vestigators have fixed on the
theory the saboteur was a disgruntled railroad employee.
"That would be quite a
stretch. If they really wanted
to target the railroads, I think
that's what they would have focused on more in the letter,"
Walsh said.
Agents also have collected
information on antigovernment militia groups, he
said, again warning against
concluding the FBI is leaning
toward that theory.
"It's very broad. It's still
open to everyone," Walsh said.

Wilderness
The Canoe Shop Your
Shop For:

Black Swamp Outfitters

Camping,
Canoeing,
Backpacking,
Hiking, Kayaking
X-C Skiing

140 South River Road
(419)878-3700
15 minutes North ofBGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville

Agents even copied the subscriber list of an obscure railroad magazine that published
an article detailing a 56-yearold case of track sabotage in
Nevada that paralleled the Amtrak case down to disabling the
warning system.
The magazine. Southern
Pacific Tramline, which has 30
subscribers in Arizona and
1,800 total, was put in the mail
in Kansas on Oct. 3, less than a
week before the wreck.
In the morning agents in vehicles and on foot traveled
several miles from the site to a

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-8 * Sat-Sun 10am-6
10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D.

WASHINGTON -- Candace Gingrich, the lesbian sister of the
House speaker, says her brother's views on anti-gay discrimination laws put him "in the minority."
She marked
"National Coming Out Day"
on Wednesday
by addressing a
rally at the Capitol.
M;;. Gingrich
has been on a
51-clty tour as
a spokeswoman

Unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get to
the DMV. Because having a motorcycle operator license is ^
something you can live with.
HtTMOTCU SifHT FMMUTMN

S^

Whore do you go to gain "roal world"
experience in a college-level program?

Use your head.
Think Disney!

Tk. Wol, D„»., Coopo-r

Interviewing: All majors for positions throughout theme parks and resorts. Positions include attractions, food
& beverage, merchandise, lifeguarding, among many others.
Pres•ntation Dalai October 18, 1995

:•:■

K

Tlmei 7:00pm

for the Human Rights Campaign,
which is urging gay men and lesbians to tell people about their
sexual orientation in hopes of
ending discrimination.
After her brief speech, reporters asked about her brother.
"I happen to know that he's in
the minority," she replied. "I
know that the majority of Americans do not want to see gays and
lesbians in our country discriminated against"
Gingrich, R-Ga, has said that
school programs that deal with
gays and lesbians may be thinly
veiled efforts to recruit new homosexuals, and has rejected the
idea of passing a federal law
protecting homosexuals from job
discrimination.

THE MOST FUN
YOU'LL
GET OUT OF
THEDMV.

llf &W$>fsisftn? World Co.
'..■•

"You have to tell them how to
avoid rattlesnakes, how to
avoid cactus, and how to avoid
injury," Walsh said.

John Diamond

Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions about the
WALT DISNEY WORLD College Program.

r>'

Investigators were hampered by temperatures that
reached 114 - causing at least
one case of dehydration - and
the normal hazards of the
desert.

The Associated Press

It's What's
Between The Ears
That Counts.

•••■

spot where tire tracks were
spotted from the air. They returned at midday, and Walsh
wouldn't immediately say if
they had a solid lead.

INDIANAPOLIS - Superstitious sorts may fear this week's arrival
of another Friday the 13th At Barnes & Thornburg, one of Indiana's
biggest law firms, the partners revel in it.
The firm's telephone number is 638-1313, its offices are on the 13th
floor, and a number of its attorneys have the number 1313 on their license plates, said former partner John Houghton.
Legend has it that the firm's predecessor, Barnes, Hickam, Pantzer
& Boyd, was founded on Friday, Sept. 13, 1940, and rented out Suite
1313 of the former Merchants Bank Building.
"Most of us view 1313 as a lucky number here at Barnes and
Thornburg," Houghton said "We always say the fear stops at the
door."
Visitors who pass through that door Friday will be greeted with a
sign that reads "13 Is Our Lucky Number."
Some folklorists trace triskaedekophobia - or fear of the number
13 - to the number of people at the Last Supper - the 12 apostles and
Jesus Christ. Christ was crucified the following day, on a Friday.
"Rather than triskaedekophobiacs, we are triskaedekophiliacs,"
Houghton said.
The firm seems to have been blessed with more good luck than bad
since its inception 45 years ago.
The original firm's merger in 1981 with a South Bend firm created
Barnes and Thornburg, making it the largest practice in the state at
the time. Subsequent mergers have made it one of the two largest in
the state, with 197 attorneys and offices in Indianapolis, South Bend,
Elkhart, Fort Wayne, Chicago and Washington.
Its clients include some of Indiana's largest companies as well as a
number of Fortune 500 companies.
Houghton said he cannot recall any clients having any apprehension over the firm's fascination with the number 13. If anything, the
number has been a marketing bonus.
"A lot of people think of the firm - they remember it just because
of the 1313 phone number, the office number," Houghton said.
These days Houghton is past the retirement age for partners, but It
still falls upon him to share the lore of 13 when new associates join
the firm.
And what qualifies him for such a duty?
"It just so happened I was the 13th lawyer on the letterhead when I
joined the firm," he said.

Officer charged
Gingrich's sister with harassment
claims brother is
"in minority"
The Associated Press

SPORT SANDALS

■'•i

Lawyers revel
in Friday the
13thphobias

Location: 1007 BA Building

for more information, contact: Cooperative Education Office

WASHINGTON - The officer
who headed the Navy office responsible for handling sexual
harassment complaints is on trial
on charges that he sexually harassed two female subordinates.
Capt. Everett Greene, 47, Is accused of having an "unduly familiar personal relationship with
a junior subordinate" and of
"creating a hostile work environment." He also is charged
with conduct unbecoming an
officer.
In the second day of testimony
at his court-martial, former Navy
Lt Pamela Castruccl told the
eight-officer jury Thursday that
she became angry and frustrated
at her inability to stop Greene's
alleged overtures.
"There was nothing offensive
about them," Castrucci said, referring to a series of greeting
cards sent to her by Greene in
1993. "It was Just that they kept
coming. It was like he always
knew where I was."
The Navy has been stung by allegations of sexual harassment of
women since the Tailhook Incident, in which several dozen
women were sexually harassed
or assaulted during a convention
of the Tailhook Association in
Las Vegas in September 1991.
Though he declined to comment specifically on the Greene
case, Adm. Mike Boorda, the
chief of naval operations, said

Gamma Phi Beta
Proudly Announces
Our Fall Pledge Class
Michelle Brown
Heather Cvengros
Amy Fbrtcamp
Tracy Herical
Carrie Hudson
Kristin Kozak
Missy Lane
Christy Lutz
Donna Lyda
SHOOT FOR THE MOOJW

An Equal Opportunity Employ Drawing Creativity from Divinity

?

K

Thursday that he does not believe the unusually large number
of cases of sex-related cases
against senior Navy officers this
year represents a trend.
"We're trying to be judicious
and proper and fair in the way
we're dealing with such things,
and I hope that will cause this not
to be a trend," Boorda said.
Greene is a Naval Academy
graduate and SEAL commando
leader who had been in line for
promotion to rear admiral less
than a year ago. That promotion
was put on hold after the charges
were made.
The allegations cover the time
In 1993 when Castruccl and Lt.
Mary E. Felix worked for Greene
in the Equal Opportunity Division of the Bureau of Naval Personnel in Washington. The women alleged that Greene used sexually explicit language In writing
to them. He is not accused of
physical contact with the women.
Greene, who Is married and the
father of three children, maintains that Felix sought sexual
contact with him, which he rebuffed.
In her testimony Thursday,
Castrucci said she initially had
trouble getting her superiors to
take the matter seriously when
they were told that there was no
physical contact. She said she repeatedly told Greene to stop contacting her and later asked
Greene's superiors to order him
to do so, and they complied with
that request

V

Molly McCullen
Chrissy McMullen
Lisa Peacock
Michal Perkins
Sarah Pfeiffer
Jamie Ryder
Stacey Smith
Diane Summers
Cory Tice

This Weekend in Bowling Green athletics:
FOOTBALL at Ball State. 2 p.m. (EDT)
Radio: WBGU-FM 88.1 fTony Gaver 4: Mike Rypel): WFOB-AM 1430. WBV1-FM 96.7. WJYM-AM 730
(Dave Horger & Mark Miller). TeleTlilon: none locally

#

MEN'S BASKETBALL hosts Midnight Madness
12 midnight Saturday at Anderson Arena

HOCKEY vs. W. Ontario (Fri.). Brock (Sat.). 7 p.m. at BG Ice Arena

VOLLEYBALL vs. Ball State. Western Michigan

SOCCER home vs. Akron. Sunday, 2 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY at All-Ohio meet. Delaware (today)
MEN'S TENNIS at Ohio Intercollegiates

""a: WBGU-FM 88.1. WBVI-FM 96.7

o: WBGU-FM 88.1 fTony Gaver & Mike Leonard)

Tonight, 7 p.m.; Saturday. 4 p.m.: Anderson Arena
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Midnight
Madness
hits BG Western Ontario invades BGSU Ice Arena
Saturday

Hockey opens tonight
Christian Pelusl
The BG News

Saturday night marks the
official beginning of college
basketball season, at least
according to ESPN.
Midnight Madness on
ESPN will feature the mayhem of opening night across
the country as college teams
begin full practice.
ESPN won't be here In
Bowling Green, but Midnight
Madness will be In Anderson
Arena.
The pep band, cheerleaders and mascots will be on
hand for the festivities,
which include meeting team
members, prize giveaways
and an lntrasquad scrimmage.
An estimated 2.000 people turned out last year for
the Inaugural BG March
Madness, and even more are
expected Saturday.
The hockey team will
stage Its own Madness starting tonight at 7 p.m. at the
BGSU Ice Arena.
The Falcons open the
1995-96 campaign against
Western Ontario tonight and
Brock (7 p.m. tomorrow), a
pair of Canadian teams.
Both should be glorified
scrimmages - U.S. college
hockey is much better than
Canadian college hockey as the Falcons prepare for
an early-season showdown
next weekend against
Michigan State.
Bowling Green should
again be a national power In
the second year W.B. - With
Buddy — and should make a
run towards CCHA defending champion Michigan.
The Falcons and
Wolverines hook up three
times this year, two of them
here in BG. The first meeting of the two will be
December 2 here.
•M

Baseball Network update:
Game 1, Tuesday night.
Of course, the Indians are
shown locally and Reds fans
are left to the radios.
Cleveland's Initial loss to
Bob Wolcott and the
Mariners is over with still an
inning to go. The Indians
game is over and The
Network is free to switch to
the Reds game, as they had
during the Divisional Series.
True to TBN tradition,
however, the Indians game
leads right into a M'A'S'H
rerun on ABC. No Reds,
even when the Tribe were
done.
Need I say more?
Ma

And now it's that time of
the column where the weekly football prediction comes
out of the woodwork.
The "season prediction
record stands at 1-5.
Knowing this, people may be
worried that I'm taking the
Falcons again this week.
Yes: BG 19. Bail State 6.
Why? First off. the
Cardinals have a horrible
offense, and the Falcon
defense — which has probably played better than It's
given credit for -- will be
prime to the task.
Second. Bowling Green
really does have its back
against the wall. Despite
wins over Missouri and
Temple, the first half of the
year has been lackluster at
best.
And so I peg them as
favorites. Let's hope it's not
really the Curse of Death.

After only four days of practice, the Falcon hockey team is
prepared for the season. If they
aren't, they better be as Western
Ontario Mustangs and Brock
University Badgers come to town
this weekend to open Bowling
Green's hockey season.
Starting the season with little
training camp time actually
pleases Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers.
"In a way, it's pretty good

having four practices and then a
couple of games because it
breaks up camp," Powers said. "I
would rather have had a week of
practice then one game, a week
of practice then one game and
then play Michigan State. But it's
not a perfect world."
But for the Falcons, it would
seem to be pretty close to perfect
as they play two Canadian
schools for the first two games.
But these are not the usual
schedule filler-record builders
forBG.
Last season, Western Ontario

won their first ever Ontario University Athletic Association title,
comparable to a CCHA title.
They then finished third in the
Canadian Interuniversity Athletic Union tournament, comparable to an NCAA Final Four appearance.
Powers stressed to his team all
week about how Western Ontario
will be a tough test immediately.
Canadian universities are able to
recruit players from several
major junior leagues in Canada
See HOCKEY, page nine.

The BG N.wi/Ktlly Rig*

Tbe Falcon hockey team opens the season tonight against Western Ontario at the BGSU Ice Arena.

Soccer
team
to face
Akron
Pat Murphy
The BG News

Bowling Green assistant soccer coach Wade Jean said that
the Falcons were nervous during
their 1-1 tie at Michigan State
Wednesday night.
"The guys were a little nervous
about their national ranking,"
Jean said.

The BG NewiMa* Rubach

Bowling Green right guard David Farrall urges on center John
Kuck (58) and fullback Darius Card (40). The offensive line will

play a key role as the Falcons take on Ball State Saturday.

Falcons look to rebound
Scott Brown
The BG News

Bowling Green's first test of
a rough month of October came
back with a disappointing
grade after a 21-0 loss to Miami
last week.
But this week the Falcons get
a make-up test of sorts In the
Ball State Cardinals (Saturday
in Muncle, Ind.; 1 p.m. CDT
Wckoff).
The Cardinals are almost a
mirror of the Redskin team
that shut out the Falcons for

the first time in five years. Ball
State comes in 2-1 in the MAC
and 3-3 overall.
"It doesn't get any easier,
because Ball State is so similar
to Miami," Bowling Green
coach Gary Blackney said.
"They play almost the same
defense. They play it just about
as well. They are playing with
a tremendous amount of confidence, particularly on the defensive side of the ball."
The Cardinals' only conference blemish came last week in
a 17-14 loss at Toledo. They

have already defeated Miami
this season.
The similarities between
Ball State and Miami start, as
Blackney said, on the offensive
side of the ball. The Cardinals
utilize a stone front line to
create havoc for a Falcon
offensive line that hasnt performed as hoped so far in 1995.
"They are going to get into an
eight or nine man front and
dare us to throw the ball. I
don't think there's any question
about that," Blackney said.
"We can learn from the Miami

game both in terms of what we
had success with through execution and also what we would
have been successful had we
been able to execute a little bit
better."
The execution would hopefully begin on the front line,
where the Falcons have been
banged up most of the year.
Center Cal Bowers is still out
with the knee Injury, and in his
place will be John Kuck, making only his second career start

See FALCONS, page eight.

Guards will key Falcon hoops
Scott Brown
The BG News
The front line around which
the Bowling Greco men's basketball team built itself a year
ago graduated in full last spring.
Thus the Falcons are left with
little by way of big men but a
wealth of experienced talent
in the backcourt to build
upon in the
1995-96 season.
"I'm extremely encouraged by
the attitude and
the effort and
Larranaga
the Intensity of
all oar players," said coach Jim
Larranaga Thursday during the
team's annual Media Day.
Only four players with experience return from last year's team
that finished a disappointing

Midnight Madness is Saturday
Jeremy Yohe
The BG News

College basketball is a way of
life for many people and for
these people October 15th is
like Christmas. It marks the
the first day teams can begin
practice. And now a tradition
has emerged which recognizes
the start of the roundball
season.
It is called Midnight Madness and it will take place in
Anderson Arena Saturday
night beginlng at 11:45 when
fifth in the Mid-American Conference. Of those four, three are
backfield starters: senior Shane
Komives and juniors Antonio
Daniels and Jay Larranaga

the pep band will begin to play.
The concept of Midnight
Madness has grown widely the
last couple of years with ESPN
airing live scenes from
different univeristies and
showing what the schools do to
honor this day. Now it has culminated into an annual event
around the nation.
And now this event has made
it's mark in Bowling Green.
After a successful event last
year. Midnight Madness returns with even more anticipation.

"It worked out great [last
year]," said men's basketball
coach Jim Larranaga. "It was a
special event. We're inviting
everybody back. The students
really turned out In great numbers."
The event has been given so
much attention that Bowling
Green's mayor, Wes Hoffman,
plans to be at Saturday's celebration. Men's assistant head
coach Stan Heath said that
over 2,000 frenzied fans atSee MADNESS, page eight

"Our perimeter players realize also proven offensive players
that they are going to have to es- and very good scorers in their
tablish themselves very early in own right.
the season," Larranaga said.
See HOOPS, page eight
"They are our leaders. They are

The Brown and Orange are
ranked 14th in one poll and 15th
in the other. The last time BG
was ranked as high was in 1992
when they were ranked as high
as No. 3 and finished the season
at No. 12.
The tenative Falcon squad tied
the game at 78:47 on a goal by
Steve Klein. Klein's fifth goal of
the season was assisted by Peter
Kolp and Joe Burch.
BG, 9-1-1 overall, outshot the
Spartans eight to three in the
first half but were unable to put
any by goalkeeper Reid Friedrichs.
"They were as big and athletic
as we were," Jean said. "We carried a lot of the play and dominated in the corners."
The Spartans scored early in
the second half when Dan Radke
scored on a cross from Brad
Snyder. MSU got just four shots
to the Falcons 12 in the second
half.
Jean said that Klein, who was
injured against Indiana, was unable to play at 100 percent Jean
expected Klein to be back to full
strength when BG returns home
to open their Mid-American Conference season Sunday at Mickey
Cochrane Field against Akron.
The Zips, who played at the
Cochrane Field two weeks ago In
the BGSU/Kwik Goal Soccer
Classic, come into the contest
with a 6-4-2 overall record.
Akron finished second at the
Kwik Goal with a win over Detroit and a tie with Marquette.
Their two league wins came
against Kentucky, who BG was
supposed to open the conference
season against but was rained
out, and Western Michigan.
"It's a big game for us being
the first game In the MAC All I
here is that Akron la our number
one rival year In and year out,"
said Jean, who ia In his first
season at BG after spending two
years at Illinois State.
The Zips are lead by Frank
Ross who has four goals and one
assist for nine points this year.
Kwik Goal All-Tournament team
selections Desmond Johnston
and Justin Millard have a goad
and four assists between them.
"It will be • physical on
minutes," Jean said. "It will be a
long, hard game and whoever Outworks the other will come out on
top."

Sports
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Cross country Spikers host key matches
squads hoping
to win All-Ohio

some of the attention away
from the middle.
"If we can have a total team
effort offensively and get some
major output from our outside
hitting, we will have more of a
balanced attack and that would
take off some of the pressure
on Lori and Carlyn," Van De
Walle said.
Friday's match will start

Jeremy Yo he
The BG News

Steve Wlldman
The BG News

Today, it will be decided who
has the best cross country team
in Ohio.
Both of Bowling Green's men's
and women's teams are top runners for the distinction that will
be decided in Delaware at the
All-Ohio meet. The women are
ranked 26th in the nation while
the men are ranked 29th. Every
Ohio college that has a cross
country team will be represented
in this meet. Some of these
teams, such as Ohio and Miami,
have already seen the Bowling
i;reen women runners and would
like to beat the Falcons who have
won every meet this season.
Bowling Green has moved up to
fourth in the district and number
one in the MAC. They are the
team to beat.
"Everyone is going to be coming after us hard, especially, OU
and Miami, but we will win,"
head coach Steve Price said.
Of any the MAC teams, OU has
been the focus of a rivalry for the
women's team. It started as OU
was picked to be the Champion in
a preseason poll by nine out of
ten coaches in the MAC. Only one
coach picked Bowling Green as
number one, coach Price. They
have been number one all season.

Price said that he has recieved
a call from Ohio head coach Elmore Banton who said that BG
had better be ready.
"OU has a strong team, but I
think that we are a stronger and
we are ready," Price said.
A win may push Bowling Green
ahead in the district ranking and
closer to a invitation to the NCAA
championships.
The men's team Is in a new position this week. They are the
team that everyone is gunning
for. Bowling Green' third place
finish in the Notre Dame Invitational has launched Bowling
Green into fourth place in District four. The great finish and
ranking has not filled Bowling
Green withoverconfidence.
"Our confidence is up, but we
are not overconfident. We ran
great last week but we know that
we can run better," head coach
Sid Sink said.
Bowling Green is relying on
their top three runners. Brad
Schaser, Tim Arndt, and Alan
Boos. They have been pulling the
team all season and if those guys
run well. Bowling Green practically has the win, Sink said.
This is more than just for the
bragging rights as to who is the
best team in Ohio for Sink.

FALCONS

play al 7:00.

Western Michigan has two
other matches this week before
meeting up with the Falcons,
but none the less will be ready
on Saturday. The match starts
at 4:00.

The BG Ncwi/Joa Raihack

The Bowling Green volleyball t earn puts its 3-4 MAC record on
the line tonight and Saturday when they host Ball State and
Western Michigan.
MAC with 4.98 kills per game
leads the team in kills, service
and Hilton is third at 3.84 kpg.
aces and digs. Liz Cothren will
The Falcons are ranked 18th in
bring 116 total blocks to the
the nation with 18.20 digs per
contest.
game and first in the MAC with
Countering the Cardinals attack will be BG's frontline con17.79.
Van De Walle hopes the outsisting of senior Carlyn Essside hitters will be able to prolinger and junior Lori Hilton.
duce this weekend and take
Esslinger is ranked first in the

Bridget Norris leads the
Broncos in kills with 256 and
Kristy Cardenas has recorded
647 assists so far in the season.
"Western Michigan is pretty
physical," Van De Walle said.
"When they are playing well
they are tough to beat."
The matches this weekend
mark a stetch of four matches
that will bring In MAC competition and these two matches
will be key for the Falcons to
get back into the top four
teams of the MAC. The top four
advance to the MAC tournament at the end of the season.
BG stands at 9-8 overall, but
more importantly are 3-4 in the
MAC.
Even though BG's record is
not that good, other teams in
the MAC have also suffered
slow starts and have left the
race wide open.

MADNESS

Continued from page seven.

at the position.
Kuck started last week, but
Blackney has changed other
parts of the line by giving
sophomore Sam Hemke the
start at right tackle. Hemke is
returning from an injury.
Another improvement would
have to come in the turnover
department. The Falcons
coughed up the ball four times
against the Redskins, all in
Miami territory. Three came

Bowling Green's volleyball
team could have four more
Mid-American Conference titles to it's name if it were not
for two schools that invade Anderson Arena this weekend.
Ball State and Western Michigan have been the two nemises
that have had Bowling Green's
number the past ten years
The Cardinals have beaten
BG for the Mid-American Conference Tournament Championship In 1992 and 1993. And
also knocked BG out of the
tournament in last years semifinals.
If it wasn't BSU, it was
Western in the late 80s that
kept the title out of Falcon
hands. The Broncos defeated
BG in 1987 and 1989 to take
home top honors.
In Fridays match. Ball St.
(10-8, 4-3 MAC) will be bringing In another strong squad
after coming off last year's
MAC title. They are also playing good volleyball after
defeating both Eastern and
Central Michigan in three
games.
"Ball St. is a big team," head
coach Denise Van De Walle
said. "It will be a matter of
good ball control, good servereceive and knowing that balls
are going to be blocked and not
allowing that to frustrate us."
Leading the front attack for
BSU will be Mindy Stanley who

Continued from page seven.

on Ryan Henry interceptions.
Ball State's offense hasn't
exactly posted outstanding
numbers so far this season.
Mired in ninth place in the
MAC in total offense, the Cardinals have struggled most of
the season.
Punter Brad Maynard is
averaging 47.3 yards a kick.
That number is good for second in the nation.

Howard's
club I14I
I I
Mon-Sot 12-2:30 am
352 - 9951
Sun 5 -2.30 om
10/12 ThuTB. • 10/13 Frl. • 10/14 Sat.,

tended last years event and is
expecting an even larger resonse this time.
"Last year was the first year
and the response this year is
very good," Heath said.
Besides the revealing of this
years team will be many events
for the students and fans to
participate in.
"There will be give-aways.

round things out for the night.

T-shirts, and McDonald's gift
cirtifcates," Heath said.
He also hopes that that a pair
of Reebok shoes will be made
available to be awarded to a
lucky person.
There will be many games
Involving the fraternities, sororities and others attending
interacting with the team.
The basketball team will play
an intersquad scrimmage to

"It's a good way to get the
season started and get the fans
interested so we can get some
large crowds when the games
start," returing junior starter
Jay Larranaga said.
As the clock creeps closer to
midnight the basketball team's
emotion will also start to rise in
anitcipation of the first prac-

will be the charm in terms of
MAC title aspirations. After
reaching the semifinals of the
conference tournament a year
ago, the highly-touted Falcons
had a rough 1994-95 campaign.
"This year we dont have any
expectations," Daniels said.
"We'll probably be picked seventh to last, anywhere in between

there. We're just planning on going out and playing hard.
Whatever happens, happens, but
we're planning on winning."
"It's a lot easier when you don't
have the pressure and you're not
picked high," Komives said.
"We're still very young."
Daniels will be the point guard,
backed up by Sandusky native

tice.
"Everyone is real excited
with the season getting started,
especially with the amount of
freshmen that are on the
team," Larranga said.
"Our players have been
working real hard in the preseason and everyone is looking
forward to opening practice,"
Heath said.

HOOPS
Continued from page seven.

"Their job instead of putting
the ball inside to [departed
center Shane Kline-] Ruminski
on a regular basis will be looking
more for their own opportunities.
I think they are ready, willing
and able to take on that job."
The trio has started together
the past two seasons, and
together hope that the third year

DeMar Moore. At the wings, Larranaga and Komives will be flanked by incoming freshmen Kirk
Cowan and Anthony Stacey.
Gone from last year's team are
forwards Floyd Miller and KlineRuminski, the nation's best in
terms of field goal percentage.
Replacing the big men will be the
key for the Falcons.
Leading the way will be Dayon
Ninkovic, a 6-9, 240 lb. sophomore from Milwaukee, Wis. He
played sparingly at center last
year.
"Dayon Ninkovic has really
Improved," Larranaga said.
"He's in much better shape than
he was a year ago. He's running
better and showing some outstanding skills."
Redshirt freshman Mike Cavey
could get the call at the other
post, but he will be contested for
playing time by freshmen Jake
Holmes, Javier Crespo and Koen
Rou who rst.
The women's basketball team
will conduct their Media Day today.

REGISTER NOW!!
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Redskins compared to Reds Memphis next
Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
According to Miami of Ohio
coach Randy Walker, his team is
the college football version of the
nearby Cincinnati Reds.
"This is like the baseball
playoffs," Walker said. "They go
through a 162-gamc schedule and
might have a little apathy or lack
of emotion for some of the
games.
"But then they get to the
playoffs and the emotion is there,
they are focused and ready to
play. That's the way it is for us
and for every other team in the
Mid-American Conference every

week."
It shouldn't be difficult to be
focused Saturday when Miami
hosts Toledo in a matchup of
MAC contenders. Likewise, it
may not be good to be compared
to the Reds - trailing Atlanta 2-0
in the National League Championship Series.
Toledo is 5-0 overall and 2-0 in
the conference - one of 10 unbeatens left in Division I-A.
Miami (4-2, 2-1 MAC) can ill afford another league loss.
"Do you think Bowling Green
and Western Michigan are out of
the picture because they've got
two losses?" Walker asked. "I
don't think so. If you assume that

no one can win it with two MAC
losses, then it's a four-team race
already. And I doubt it."
Other MAC games Saturday
find Bowling Green (3-3, 1-2) at
Ball State (3-3, 2-1) and Western
(3-3, 2-2) at Ohio U. (1-3-1, 0-1-1).
Non-conference games find Akron (1-4, 1-3) at Virginia Tech,
Central Michigan (2-3, 1-2) at
Youngstown State and Eastern
Michigan (4-1, .3-0) at Syracuse.
A victory at Yager Stadium
would stamp Miami as a contender, despite opening the season
with a two-point loss at home to
Bail State.
•There will be a handful of
teams in the hunt as things wind

down. But we're a long way from
the end of the trail even though
this is an awfully big game,"
Walker said.
The two defenses are almost
mirror images of each other
Miami leads the MAC in total defense and passing defense, while
Toledo is best against the run and
is second in the nation in turnover margin.
Toledo also has a big back in
Was can Tail, leading the conference in rushing (162 yards per
game) and scoring (10.8 per
game). The difference lies with
veteran quarterback Ryan Huzjak, a threat running or passing
the ball.

"We're going to find out where
we stand right away," Johnson
said. "We've got to be ready to
flay. It's going to be a good test
and we cant take them lightly."
Goaltender Sean Basillo is one
of the Martinelli's good recruits.
Basillo won the CIAU equivalent
of the Hobey Baker Award, the
Sullivan Trophy, last season with
an 18-S-2 record, 2.99 goals
against average and a .901 save
percentage.
Left wing Owen Lessard is an-

other. Lessard spent time with
the Indianapolis Ice of the International Hockey League back in
1993. Last season, Lessard scored
21 goals and 44 points for the
Mustangs. Add to that the fact
that the Mustangs are 4-0 coming
and are coming off an Oktoberfest Championship in
Waterloo, Ontario last weekend.
In the championship game,
Western defeated Bowling
Green's Saturday opponent,
Brock, 5-3.

Defenseman Kelly Perrault
isn't worried about starting the
season cold against a team
already in game shape.

HOCKEY
Continued from page seven.

that are deemed professional by
American universities. As a result, those players cannot play
for U.S. schools.
"Generally, they'll have an
older club with a few ex-pros on
it. Their age range will probably
be from 19 to 25 or 26-years old. [
Head coach] Barry Martinelli
does a good job recruiting up
there so it should be Interesting,"
Powers said.
Right wing Mike Johnson also
sees this as a challenge.

"Even though we've had only
four games of practice, we're not
going to use that as an excuse,"
Perrault said. "I think we're going to come out flying [tonight]
since it's our first game. The
power play is in place so if we
play solid defense, we'll pop in a
few goals."

des tinationfor
men's golf team
tournament.
"We'll see which one works
the best for us, and we'll make
that adjustment in our game to
adjust to that type of grass,"
Brunsink said.
"It's a long, hilly course,"
junior Jason Carbone said.
"We have to get comfortable
on the greens."
Participating with Carbone
will be Ed Niemi, Otto Larson,
Jason May, and Mike Kotnik.
"The team is well prepared
for this tournament," Brunsink said. "Where we finish, I
don't know. We still have a
young team. Each one of them
has at least two tournaments
under his belt this fall."
"We've had a good week of
practice," added Carbone.
"Everybody's been real optimistic."
During the past two weeks,
each golfer has worked on
areas in which he needs improvement the most.
"We'd like to win this tournament," Brunsink said.

Brad Beebe
The BG News
After a two week respite,
the men's golf team wil travel
to Memphis, Tenn., and compete at the Kroger Intercollegiate on Monday.
This is the second straight
year that the Falcons have
competed there. Head coach
Todd Brunsink spoke of the
Colonial Country Club, which
has hosted the St. Jude PGA
Classic in recent years.
"It is probably the best
Intercollegiate Invitational
that we've been invited to,"
Brunsink said. "The Kroger
Company does a first class
Job."
Nine teams from the north
and south will play this Monday and Tuesday. Challenging
for first place should be Bowling Green, Ball State, and last
year's winner, Mississippi
State.
"Unless Mississippi St. has
graduated a lot of people, they

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Green State University
Career Servioet
Campus Recruitment Calendar
For the weeks ol:
October 30 and November 9.1995
Scheduling On-Campue Interviews:
Interview sign-ups tor the recruiting period October 30 - Nov. 9, 1995 will begin with Advanced Job Hunters Club Signup on Monday,
October 16 at 5pm and continue through
Tuesday at 4pm. AH registered students and
alumni may access trie sign-up system for
General Sign-ups from Spm on Tuesday
through 4pm Wednesday. Pre-Seleciion Interviews wait until Wednesday, at Spm to select
your reserved interviewtime. Refer to the instrucoons for pre-selection sign-up on pages
12 -13 of the Career Search Manual. AI interview schedules remain on-line until two days
prior to Die organization's visit. A message not
available for sign-ups indicates that a schedule
is off-line. In this instance, please call the office
directly at 372-2356 to schedule an interview
appointment.
Acc«ssmg Ih. Placement System:
1. Dial 372-9899. (You must be registered with
Resume Expert Plus)
(You will hear:)
It you wish to schedule an appointment with a
visiting employer, press the 1 key. If you would
like to hear Placement News, press the 2 key.
Press the 3 key if you have been pre-selecied
by an employer. Press the 4 key to access tie
Alumni VP Service. Press the 5 key to hear
your confirmed appointments. Press the star
O key to quit.
2. Press 1 to schedule an interview or Press 3
when you have been pre selected by an employer.
3. Enter your Indennfication Number. (The
number you used on your Resume Expert Plus
disk).
4. Enler the seven-digit schedule number tor
the employer with whom you would like to
schedule an interview (this number is located
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left
of the position title.)
II you have entered a valid number the system
will play the message:
You have selected (name ot organizaion). it
this is correct press the pound (f) key to continue or the star (') key to choose another organization.
The system wil now verify that you meeet tie
requirements, as specified by the employer. If
you meet the requirements by the employer,
you can proceed. Otherwise, the system wil
play a message which explains why you are
unable to sign-up with the employer. Should
you wish to be considered by this employer,
add you name to the Waiting List and submit a
copy ol your Placement Data Sheet

AyZiggyZi
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5. Press the 1 key for a morning interview,
press the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key for the next available time.
(Presseither1,2or3).
Once you have selected a time. Ihen you may
press the pound (f) key to accept the time, or
press the star (*) key to reject the time. When
you press the pound (•) key, the system will
play the message: An interview has been
reserved for you at (time). Press the star (*) key
to schedule an interview with another organization or the pound key to return to start
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to schedule additional
interviews.
7. Bring a copy of your Placemeni Data Sheet
on high quality resume paper within 48 hours to
the Sign-up Room adjacent to the Career Services' reception area, 360 Saddlemire Student
Services Building. Place your data sheet on the
top shelf of the employer's mailbox. Please
take any available recruiting literature which
was forwarded by the organization and review
the employer's file in the Center tor Career Resources prior to your interview. Failure to
submit your Placement Data Sheet within
48 hours may result In your removal from
the Inievlew schedule without notification.
Pleaee remember: if you are unable for any
reason to sign-up for an interview, you wil be
asked whether you wish to add your name to
the Waiting List. Students are encouraged to
get on Waiting Lists. Should the employer send
another recruiter or modify the position requirements (i.e. tower the GPA requirements),
you will be notified directfy for an Interview.
You must aleo submit a Placement Data
Sheet for every Waiting List.
Consult the Career Services' homepage
(hnp 7/www .bgsu. edu/offices/career s/index.
html) or listen to Placement News (press 2) to
keep informed of changes or additions to interview schedules, or other Career Services programs.
Caneslatlon ol Interview Appointmenta:
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
In person to tie Career Services no later than
5pm one week (7 full days) before the interview
day. Complete a cancellation card in the Signup Room ol Career Services. You oan not
cross your name off an interview schedule.
Late cancellations will result in forfeiture of
sign-up privileges for the next recruiDng period.
No Show Policy: No-shows are missed interview appointments. Employers become very
upset when students miss their scheduled appointments which harms BGSU's reputation in
the market place. The penalty tor a no-show is
immediate suspension of your sign-up prwleows for the next recruiting period. To reinstate
your sign-up pnvtiges. you are required to
write a letter of apology to tie employer for
missing the interview, bring this letter along
with an addressed, stamped envelope, and
meet with a staff member to explain your behavior. Any student who "no-shows" twee will
be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder of the academic year.
Notice Of aiUenshlp Requirements: If an
employer Is willing to interview international
students, this wi be noted in the position re
quirementi.

Ay Ziggy Zi
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Spotlight Presentations. Spotlight presen
tattons offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. Ai: students scheduling interviews are strongly encourage to attend
appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully note
dates, times and locations of Spotlight presen
taiions. as Ihey may vary. Consult the Campus
Recuitment Calendar tor dates, times and locations.
Additional Placement Services: There are
important services available to you at the Career Services. Please note that not all organizations and companies regularly recruit on college campuses. The list below generally re
fleets the high demand areas m the world of
work. Please do not become discouraged if
your career field is not requested. Each day,
the staff of Career Services refers registered
students directly to employers who have positions in a wide variety of career fields. We also
assist you in conducting a job search through
the following services: career and placement
counseling, VIP professional vacancy hotline,
job search workshops, professional development seminars, career fairs and the Falcon Career ConnectKxi. The Center tor Career Resources contains a wealth of information about
careers, employers and current job vacanoes
inALLIeJds.
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.
Monday, 10/30/98
Andersen Consulting
(5301-01-1) Staff Consultant
Tuesday, 10/31/96
ADP Automatic Data Processing
(5304-01 -1) District Manager (outside sales)
Circuit City Stores, Inc.
(5304 -02-1) Finance Train— Program
Pulte Homes Corp. Great Lakes Region
(5304-03-1) Sales Executive
Pulte Homes Corp. Great Lakes Region
(5304-04-1) Construction Management
AGAGas.toc.
(5304-05-1) Computer Programmer
B IS YS Fund Services
(5304-06-1) Fund Accounian l/Transfer
Agency Specialist
Wednesday, 11/01/98
Nationwide Insurance/Canton
(5305-01 -1) Claims Representative
ADP Automatic Data Processing
(5305-02-01) District Manager (outside sales)
Compucard
(5305-03-1) Computer Analysts

AMA —AMA —AMA
Join us noight. Oci 13. at 530PM at BW-3 lor
HAPPY HOURS' Hope to see a> members
therell
AMA-AMA-AMA

—HAPPY ANNIVERSARY. DBIII—

Monday, 11-08-85)
Lexis Nexis
(5310-01-1) Software Engineer
American Greetings Corporation
(5310-02-1) Information Services Rep.
Andersen Consulting
(5310-03-1) SU.ll Consultants

I LOVE YOU
'{Emersome parted grades, keep'em up)'
•"Thanks for everything MOREItr"

Tuesday, H/G'.YIfi)
Prudential PreNii rod/Toledo
(5311-01 -1) Special Agent
Mutual of Omana/Michir)SJI
(5311 -02-1) Sales Rep/Financial Manager

"•WEEKEND MOVIESDIE HARD W A VENGENCE
111 a SCAMP PRICE: $2 00
SHOWING OCT 13*14 @
7.9 30 s MIDNIGHT
SPONSOREDBY UAO® 2-2343

Wedneaday, 11/08nW
Conquest Telecommunications
(5312-01-1) Programmers
John Hancock Fin. Services (Toledo)
(5312-02-1) Account Executive
Life ol Virginia
(5312-03-1) Sales Representative/
Financial Planning
Harris Corp, Farinon Division
(53i ? 05-1) ProductiorvMaterials Planning
West* ©id Companies
(5312-08-1) MarketingjClaims/Underwriting
Thursday, 11/09795
American Management Systems, Inc.
(5313-01-1) Consultant
Kohl's Department Stores
(5313-02-1) Merchandise Analyst
Houston's Restaurants, Inc.
(5313-03-1) FUH Service Restaurant
Management Trainee
State Farm Insurance
(5313-04-1) Claim Rep. Tramee/
Underwriter Trainee
Kohl's Department Stores
(5313-05-1) Store Management
Kohl's Department Stores
(5313-08-1) Distribution Management

ATTENTION WARGAMERS
Bowling Green Gaming Society's Fall Games
Fast. Friday B-mdrught. Sal. 2pnvmidnrght. No
enlry fee. Fun lor Everyone. Rm. 222 Ed. Bldg.
Aim. Golden Key Mil Honor Society
Volleyl-ill Social at Carter Park
Sun. 0a. 1S. 1:30-4.30

CHARGE [TIM
Papa John's Now Aceepla visa I MaMercard
Cell Now 35J-PAPA

-AHA'AMA'AMAThe American Marketing Assoc in ion
will how an informal mealing Tuesday
October 17al 7:30pm in BA 1007.
The speaker will be Sue Young From
tie Coop Office. Hope to see you
there AMA members!
•AMA-AMA-AMA-

Come and enjoy free entertainment 0
theCuHural Fashion Show - Latin Styleal The
Beauty of Our Diversity.
FREE Admission
Friday, Ocl 13,7:00pm-8:30pm
Fashion, Singing. Dancing, ft Prizes
By Latino Student Union at Union Ballroom

ALL NIGHT MOVIE MARATHONI
FRIDAY THE 13TH 7PM-7AM
AT UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
EVERYONE WELCOMEI

continued on p. 10

Sl'OKT CMJCII SIIOH
ill WiMMllnml >l:ill October i:tili-l.~>il.

Joe Charboneau, Cleveland Indians
1980 Rookie of the Year

CAMPUS EVENTS

—ADVERTISING CLUB—
General meeting on Monday. Ocl 16lh
8 00pm BA 110
Hoar a GREAT SPEAKER - New Mombors
Welcomelt

Signing autographs Oct. 14l & 15th
from Noon till 3 pm
l8. ,.,
Guest Accommodations:
f"\
DAYS INN

Sponsors:
' Amish Oak Gallery
' All-Seasons Spa

iKKT KKr KKT KKT KKT KKr KKT KKT KKT KKf KKT KKT KKT KKI

^
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Thursday, 11/02798
Cincinnati Bell Information Systems
(5306 -01-1) Programmer Analysts
Great. jkes Data Center
(5306-30-1) Computer Programmers
Sherwin-iViliams Company
(5306-0t i) Management Trainee Sales

Ay Ziggy Zi
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Congratulations to the Top Ten Homecoming
Kins MX! Queen Candidates
Calvin Bowers
Curtis Danburg
Sean Hussey
Scott Jacobs
J.T. Neuffer
Steve Snyder
Jeff Stefancic
Brian Swab
Jake Willis
Joseph Woods
Ay Ziggy Zi

luNVERsrrv ACTMTES ORGMUZMIONI
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Amanda Bohardt
Cathryn Flanagan
Jennifer Green
Bridget Hanson
Kimberiy Hess
Bethany Hodakievic
Jennifer LaDuke
Kimberiy Mennega
Corey Minor
Lisa Terwilliger
Ay Ziggy Zi
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The World revolves around Kappa
Kappa Date Party
October 14, 1995
CKf KKT KKT KKr KKT KKT KKr KKT KKT KKT KKT KKT KKT
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CITY EVENTS

CAl BOWERS
Congratulations on Making Top 10
lor HOMECOMING KING.
Good Luck Next Weekl

EAG • t riviromeniai Acton Group
Meetings every Wed. @ 9 00pm 1003 BA

A.i Welcome'
T-ihirt sale*, mi* week only. Thura, Fri.
m front of the Ed. Bog. Only $S.00l

Antiques". Col lectWes
This Saturday s Sunday Oct 14(15
Jr. Fa. Building ■ Wood Co. Fairgrounds
Fraa Adminlon. For mlo can 3S2-1861

LOST & FOUND

Human Bowling Tournament
Sponsored by UAO in the Union Oval.
October 18 & 19 from 12:00-6:00.
Sign up nowtl
In the Student Acivibes Office
Room 330 in the Union.
If Vwr9 are any questions, please call
The Student Activities Office @ 372-2343.

LOST KEYS
Many rings, four keys
Please call 352-7390 Andrea

Join the Bahai' discussion group
Fridays at 9:30am Bus. Ed. Rm. 109
Bahai' info line 267-3230.
REGGAE - 12TH Annual Tribute to Bob Marley
- with The Ark Band. Ohio's MeH Roots Band.
Sat Nov. 4. Umon Ballroom. 9pm. A Caribbean
Assoc event.
Society for Human Resource Management
Meebng
Oct. 16.1995
7:30pm
BA104
professional dress
STUDY ABROAD IN ENGLAND
Come learn about study abroad opportunities
at the University of East Anglia in Norwich.
Englandl A representative will be available
horn 11:30 am - 1:30 pm on Friday. Oct 13 In
the Faculty Lounge on the 2nd Floor of the
University Union. (Sponsored by the Honors
Program and the Center for International ProSWEETEST DAY IS OCT.21 ST!
What are you going to buy your sweetheart?
How about a ROSE?
ON SALE: Oct. 9 thru 14V
Union Foyer/l0-3:30pm
1 Rose $i 50/ 6 Roses $7.50
12 Roses $12 00
Contact UAO @ 2-2343 w/ questions
Sponsored by UAO and HSA
Trick or Treat in Reverse
Watch for those crazy folks from
WFAL as they roam the dorms giving
our passes to concerts, including Buddy
Guy Oasis, Acid Tone, Urge Overkill,
and October Project They'll come out
the Friday the 13th. Beware.
UAA EXTERN EXPERIENCE
Spend a week with an alumni
working in your field of study'
Gain experience, build a resume'
Pick up info and applications at
your college office.
Any Questions? Call: 372 6849
Walk on try outs for the Men's Basketball Team
will be held Sunday from 5:00-6:00 at Anderson Arena. Physicals. Insurance Information
and the appropriate paper work must be com
pleied by Oct. 15 in order to tryout. Be dressed
and ready fa go promptty at 5 00pm.

BrAEZHeiKAMNHQnPrrY«DXy

ATTENTION
ALL NEW
MEMBERS
OF THE
GREEK
COMMUNITY
GET PSYCHED FOR

P.LU.S.
OCTOBER
14,1995
PONT MISS IT!

CAMPUS POLLYEYES - SMOHG DAILY
Man. - Fri. 11am - 4pm 13 99
4 pm 10pm H 99
Sat. - Sun. 1 lam -10pm $4 99
•ALL THE PIZZA, SOUP. AND SALAD YOU
CAN EAT*

CARRIE WHITACRE
Congratulations on your initiation into Order of
Omega' You are really cool stuff!

Don't worry. I .Sways spell your name right.
Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at 139 00
Mller Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Man'354-1614

Friday Roast Beel Planer Special at CAMPUS
POLLYEYESI Includes Roast Beef Sandwich,
homemade mashed potatoes, and vegetable.
Only $3.99 11am until gone. Dine-in and Pickup only.
Have volleyball expenence? BGSU Women's
Club Volleyball is looking for a coach. For info
call Shelley at 352-9456.
MARK'S PUB MARK'S PUB MARK'S PUB

Fun Time Day Care
8yrs. Experience
Call between 6:30am-S:3Opm 353-6043

Tuesday; Country Night
Wednesday: Grateful Dead Night

Grsnte and Scholarships are available. Billions Ol dollars In financial aid. duality Immediately. 1-8O0-40O-0209

PERSONALS

Thursday: 'Baal the dock'
6-flpm dimer.
s-ftpm quarter.
Bprn-close LADIES NIGHT!
Friday A Saturday: Beer Price, too low to
leegalty mention I
MODEL UN. CALLOUT

Attention Jewish Students: There will be a
Hillel general meeting at 8:00pm on Wed.. October 18th, in BA 100. Programming for the fall
semester will be discussed This is your
chanco to contribute your ideas and gel involved with Hillel. the Jewish Student Organization at BGSU.

Attention Political Science Major.
Want courtroom experience to build your resume without having to go through weeks of
training and boring meetings? Hands on experience in the traffic court is awaiting youl No
GPA requirements and scholarships are a
possibility. Call 372-2969 for more info, or stop
by 33 College Park.

Attention. Attention all AOII's
This Saturday night will be one big surprise
In case you are wondering where we will go.
It's a very hot place with breezes that blow
You might move and shake
your body all around
Or maybe youll plant your feet
firmly on the ground.
It's inside- no outside- I'll never tell
If you want to get mad, go on and yell I
Ask me if you dare.
'Is this really fair?'
I don't seem to can)
That you dont know where
If you want a new due
Well, some walls may be blue.
Whether or not this is lrue
Its totally up to you.
Would I lie about Oils night?
Who knows? Well. I might.
Rain or shine, well keep going on
Awake we'll be oil the break ol dawn.
Think what you want
Thia wil be fun
Remember the law if you're not 21
Only If you're brave and true
Well give you thia one final due.
Follow the music and you wil be shown
The exciting location of Destination Unknown

AXO • Alpha CM Omega • AXO
We LOVE our New Members'
Congratulations
Heidi Runlon-NMPC President
Chaise. Mennega-NMPC Vice President

SWEETEST DAY IS OCT. 21STI
What are you going to buy your sweetheart?
How about a ROSE?
ON SAIE Oct 9-14/Union Foyer/10-3 30pm
1 Rose $1.50/ 6 Roses $7.50/12 Roses $12
Contact UAO @ 2-2343 w/ questions
Sponsored by UAO and HSA

Confidential to Den Oaffney:
You're hot; you're funny; we want youll
-Jen and Ada

SERVICES OFFERED
« FINANCIAL All) (
Attention All Studenta
FREE Money la currently available
for College Students Nationwide.
Over M BIMon in aid is now
available from pnvale sector
grants & scholarships Al students
are eligible to receive some sort
of aid regardless ol grades. Income.
or parenra income.
Let us help you.
For more information call:
Student Financial Services
1 -800- 263-8495 exl. F55442

Susan Styker a 21;
so grab a beer ft etert the funl
We'll hit the bare In BG;
get home In time tor that new I.D.
We'll go to bed, then wake back up,
drink like hell, then throw k up.
So let'e keep drinking 'till we see the sun
'cause Susan Sly her Is 211
Love your roomies,
Wendy 1 Pam

THE DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1996 BGSU MODEL UNITED NATIONS TEAM. THE DEADLINE IS WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18. STOP BY WILLIAMS
HALL RM flit FOR AN APPLICATION AND
MORE INFORMATION
Omiaon Delta Kappa
wishes its members
Amanda Bohardt
UsaTerwIlllger
Kim Mennega

Cal Bowera
Bethany Hcdakievick
the Best of Luck
for 1995 Homecoming'

ODK
Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test.
Confidential ft Caring.
354-4673 B G. Pregnancy Center
Rush Group 04
Oct. 136PM@Rodgers
Hockey Game- bring ID
rs Call Candy ©2-5504
Rush Group 14
SATISFY YOUR CRAVING FOR BREADSTrCKSII
-RANCH DRESSING NOW AVAILABLE"
CALL PAPA JOHNS NOW
353-PAPA
Sigma Kappa' S gma Kappa
Let's remember those study tables,

Sig Kapsl
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa ■ Nancy Tale • Sigma Kappa
The sisters of Sigma Kappa
wish to congratulate Nancy Tate
on her recent pearling
toBrinlMilchelli
Sigma Kappa ■ Nancy Tate • Sigma Kappa
Sigma Kappa ■ Amanda Mack • Sigma Kappa
The Sisters of Sigma Kappa
wish to congratulate Amanda Mack
on her recent pearling
toMkeKolodzalkel
Sigma Kappa ' Amanda Mack * Sigma Kappa

The longest "Happy Hour' in Town
Noon-gPM at BREWSTERS POUR
HOUSEI
16oz .Drafts. Mixed Dnnks, and Shotsl
Try the bast pizza and subs in town!
Also try our wings and nachos'
Great Prices! Great Food! Lots of Funl

Trick or Treat in Reverse
Watch for those crazy folks from
WFAL as they roam the dorms giving
out passes to concerts, including Buddy
Guy Oasis, Acid Tone, Urge Overkill
and October Project. They'll come out
this Friday the 13th. Beware.

WANTED 100 STUDENTSI Lose 10-30 lbs
Next 90 daysl New metabolism breakthrough.
Dr. Recommended. $3495 MC/Visa Guaranteed Nadine DeMartino 1 -800-352 8446.
Wanted: STAR WARS
Desperately seeking Star Wars toys. Action
figures, and Ships! Cash Paid! No collection to
large or smalli Call toll tree 1-800-281-5637.
David.

A place to rent for a guy and his cool dog
Have references. Can 352-1054
Please leave message.
For Spring 96: Subleaser needed. Female,
non-smoker. $i83/mo.+ utilities. Call
3529456.
Help! We're Graduating!
2-3 Subfeaeere needed Spring Semester.
2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath, dishwasher, airconditioning, large walk-in dosets, quiet, very
clean apartment. Free water and sewage. Call
after 5pm or leave message. 353-9222
Roommate wanted immediately. One bedroom
In a 2 bdrm apt in Bowling Greeen Village Apts.
Rent is $156Ymonth . eec Call Ekem at
372-2279 or 3547189

HELP WANTED

All You Can Eat BBQ Ribs
with potato, cole slow, & roll

$9.25

8 oz. NY Strip Steak
with potato, soup/salad, &
dessert buffet

$8.49

2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausage Inks, 2 pancakes or
toast & jelly, A home friee or coffee
$2.65

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to S2 5-$45rhour
teaching basic conversational English m
Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For info, call (206| 632-1146 exl JS5441.

Rural paper route, need car, Saturdays. 3hrs.
in the afternoon $20. Phone Kay al 352 4636,
SPR»4G BREAKI TRAVEL FREE with SunSplash Tours. Highest commission paid, lowest
prices. Campus Reps needed to sell Jamaica
Cancun. Bahamas. Oaytona. Panama City'
Padre. CALL 1-800-426-7710.
T A S P International is looking for highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positions for the summer ol 1096. Gain
valuable experience in an areas of business
while building your resume Average earnings
are between $7,000-$9.000. Positions «i most
Cleveland suburbs, Akron, Canton, Youngstown, Sandusky, and Toledo are filled on a first
come, first qualified basis. For more information call Matt Scherer @ 1 -800-543-3792.

FOR SALE

Looking tor a resume builder?
Want experience in the courtroom? The USG
Judicial Board defends and prosecutes campus parking violation cases. Students are
needed to conduct these traffic cases. Scholarship money is a possibility. Call 372-2969 or
smp by 33 College Park for more mlo.
MAUf.ll I BAY BREWING COMPANY
Toledo's first micmbrewery/resiaurant is hiring
for the following positions.
•Waitstafl
'Buspeople
'Host/Hostesses
•Pastry Chef
•Cooks
"Dish Machine Operators
'Maintenance
If you beleive work should be fun and want to
be part of something new and exciting, please
apply in person at The Oliver House. 27
Broadway St., Toledo.

1984 Olds Firenza
93.000 ml., auto
Runs good $1000 OBO

352-1923 or 352-6200
1988 Nissan Sentra
4 spd.. new clutch, new struts

93.000 miles. $2500
352-3178
1990 Honda Accord EX. Well maintained
Good tend BO" Call 353 2002
Attention Spring Breakers' Jamaica/Cancun
$389. Bahamas $359, Florida $129. Sell trips,
eam cash. A go free' l -800-234-7007.
FOR SALE
Almost everything you may need. AppJianoes,
electronics, luggage and other venous items. I
recieve overstock merchandise from stores
and can then sell below cost. Call me tor intermelon. 352-3069.
For sale
1987 240 Volvo
Runs& looks Great

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Saasonsl S full-time employment available
at National Parka, Forests A Wildlife
Preserves. Bsneftls plus bonusssf Call:
1-208445-4804 exl. N55442.

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
For into call 301-306-1207.
$331.00. SeH 72 college T-ahirti • pro.)
$331.00. RISK free Choose from 27 designs,
or design own. Free catalog 1-800-700-4822.
Brewslers Pour House- All positions. Apply in
person 3-5PM

Call 352-2915

NOW HIRING AT PAGLIAIS PIZZA
Apply M-F 2-4pm at 945 South Main

NOW HIRING
ALL SHIFTS. ALL POSITIONS
Apply in person at either
Big Boy location
N Main St orE Wooster
EOE

Cost $1 SO
Small Folding Tables $10Chairs $5
Call 353-6662 or pick up at
E BSCO Telemarketing
SWEETEST DAY IS OCT. 21STI
What are you going to buy your sweetheart?
How about a ROSE?
ON SALE: Oct.9-14AJnion Foyer/10-3:30pm
1 Rose $1.50/ 6 Roses $7.50712 Roses $12
contact UAO @2-2343 w/quesbons
Sponsored by UAO and HSA

Now hiring day kitchen ataff. Apply between
2-4 Mon.-Fri. Call 353-BWWW
BW-3176 E. Wooster
NURSING ASSISTANTS
FULL TIME/ PART TIME HOURS ON
7-3 AND 3-11 SHIFTS. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULING WITH 4 OR 8 OR 12 HOUR
SHtFTS.

APPLY AT:
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11080 E. GYPSY LANE RO
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO
419-353-8411

Cheddar's
Opening aoon In Flndlay.
Cheddar's is a great place lor students seeking
a challenging an rewarding atmosphere thai
can be shaped around any school schedule.
We offer great starting pay and FT or PT positionsl And we are only 15 minutes away from
BGI Come see us at:
Cheddar's Restaurant
2100 Tiffin Ave. (in front of Meijer)
Findlay, OH 45840

FOR RENT
Female Subleaser Needed. ASAP
until May 1996. Close to campus.
$250/mo. Call 419-644-4111.
Mecca Management Inc.
New 1 A 2 bdrms at Halsdale Apts. January
occupancy. Rates start at $350 and $600. Call
3535600.
One and two bdrm. apartments available now.
Call Newlove Rentals. 352-5260.
Subleaser needed. Jan. thru Aug.
Male or Female. To live with 2 other
females. Own Room. $167/mo.*elec.
(heat is paid). Call 353-0094

is si-i:\ i>\ ins .MM.s-iii iim its-

(419)432-4499
Accepting applications daily from 8-6.

BUS TRIP
CINEMA 5

SATURDAY NIGHT DINNER SPECIALS

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. Al
materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
774, Otathe.KS 66051

EXCELLENT BENEFITS FOR FT/PT

AXO • Alpha Chi Omega • AXO

1021 s. IMaft
Bowling Green. OH 4MCC
(410)389-0123

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000./ month working on Cruise Ships or
Land Tour companies World Travel Seasonal
A futl-sme employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
cal 1 -206 634 0468 ext. CSS442

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gam comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn 16.000 to $10,000 per
summer. Positions available m select Cleveland suburbs. Columbus. Akron. Canton, and
more. Call 1 -800-887 1960

Refridgerator w/ draft beer set-up

WANTED

*x5TJ3dTJ5ENWV5n5H23^II

GODFREY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT

Child cave need lor infant in our home, located
in a rural area 8 miles NW of BG. Mn.
ahrs/uay. SdaynvR. w/ potenbal 4hrs/3day
per week and 8 hours zdays/wk. Days, hours,
and compensations negotiable. Must be over
18. oam transportation, and enjoy babies. References of previous experience required Can
823-1547 wrmfana.

BREAK

to see the

Woodland1
Moll

Cleveland

BROWNS

1234 N. Main SI.
354-0558
STRANGE DAYS • R
12:50, 3:15. 5:20, 7:00, 9:55.
ASSASSSINS • R
12:30,3:15,7-00,9:50
JADE'R
12:40,3:00,5:20,7:35,9:35
THE BIG GREEN e PG
12:20,2:45,5:10,7:15
DANGERCVJSAAWDS.R
"
9:25
SEVEN • R
12:00,2:25,4:55,7:25, laOOj

vs.
Jacksonville

JAGUARS
Includes:
Transportation
Dawg Pound Seats
Food & Drinks
SATURDAY, OCT. 99
Leavins 9:30am
Call for details 352-5895

• No Passes
•Shows will change Friday
•Box office opens at 5:00

■ •Mii-.'.r-lUHil
■H.iiia

Eamza
■'MiTntVHrrrm

■ illl.'.il.lT.VIhHilil'l
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1-800-$l/NC«ASK

TOIX

n— MHmma* A mmmmnam

FfUCON M€NS fi(.SK€Tftflll MIDNIGHT MflDN€SS TOMORROW!
Come join the fun at Anderson Arena! Sponsored by McDonalds.

Did You Know.. .
The University produces over
SO tons of garbage in one weeM
Don't let your garbage go to
waste! Please recycle!
call the BGSU Recycling Program at 372-8909.

Tnco Kit
ONLY

$6.99
Not valid with any
other coupon

500 OFF
any delivery
over $6.00
Not valid with ony
other coupon
$6.00 Minimum
ford.»v.ry 353.TACO|

Located at 1616 E. Wooster

I' i';il«- I'll it \. I

MtvnPtV

IM'.

CHINA GATE

si I OH I llt'l.t < .liajihr
Man-to-Man Mentorship
Northwestern Ohio
Bag Brother/Big Sister
Charily Drive Dinner
DateiOeloberl8,199S
Tlaaei6.SOp.ei.
Placet BGSU lea
Arena Lounge
Contact, Chad Callahan«2455
Coe4.t7.00 Do—lion/ Bursnrable
Cueef Ktiynolti apeoJWr
BGSU Alumni <% Big Brother
Big Slater Volunteer
Mienas-f fteicJsewsWh

OIOQJNAXCH,NtU«MJrtAyJRAm

We serve lunch,
dinner & daily
cocktails
'.'.'

If

lay I

lay X
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III UU V (l Receiving the celestial boot
Hey, there. In my last gospel
reading I enlightened you about
the bloody fratboy vs. common
man carnage at my apartment
complex three years ago.
In that piece, I mentioned I
had been "evicted" from the
residence halls. I suppose I
should relate those events to you.
It is a story about intimidation, a
story about pseudo-friendship, a
story about being sucked into
somebody else's quagmire.
Entering my sophomore year
here at Harshman-Chapman, I
was still corresponding with my
delinquent (now ex-) best friend
in Chicago.
His name was Eric Nagel. He
was a teenage drifter. He was a
Miller-drinker, a acid-taster, and
cocaine-snorter. He had that
unique charisma that usurped
your mind People felt uncannily
inclined to help him. Thus, he
lived from house to house, living
there only until his boarders
reclaimed their senses and kicked
him out. He never spent a second
without a girlfriend or at least a
sex friend. He lied, he cheated, he
stole.
Why did I remain friends with
him? Because he never lied,
cheated, or stole from me. That
is, until now.
As it was in my sophomore
year. I was steadily breaking
myself in for another year of
school. Eric was enjoying an
unusually long stint with a 16year old girl named Melissa.
(Since I can hear your eyebrows

The phone rang.
raise, yes, he was 19 and, by the
foolish man's law, astatuatory
"I WANT TO TALK TO MY
rapist)
DAUGHTER!" The gruff, truck
Melissa had problems of her
driver voice ate my ear.
own. She liked to exercise her
"Whor
lungs with her parents. She was a
Pandemonium had arrived.
perennial partyer. She was
The cops were at the door, and
Eric was diving under the bed
approaching the stage of nymphomania. Arguably, Eric was
Melissa was hanging out in
not the best solution to her
someone elses' room.
problems. Her parents agreed
I opened the door to two
Anyway, Eric and Melissa had University police officers. They
reached their juvenile peak. They were congenial and relaxed The
weren't making it in Illinois. Eric first words out of their mouths
was running out of options.
was a request for Eric to come
Melissa was losing her sanity at
out from under the bed. The
home. So, they hopped on a train questioning began. Due to Eric's
capture and Melissa's state of
and came to see Uncle Aaron at
Bowling Green.
pennilessness, we eventually told
Now, I would never wish Eric the cops what room she was
visiting.
on any town, even Bowling
Green. He came in and destroyed
The fingerprinting was
its continuum. He tied a relainteresting but my shyness
tively stable atmosphere into the
prevented me from enjoying the
world's largest balloon animal.
mug shot We were deposited in
the back room for the interrogaEric and Melissa blasted into
my room that night, laughing and tion. My time at the police station
chattering. I invited a few friends was a typical example of police
and we spent a fairly raucous
scare tactics. Some cops will say
night drinking rotgut wine and
anything to get you to admit your
taking turns wearing the party
guilt, or the guilt of others.
ball on our heads. Somebody
Threats of jail time are the most
stole a Cindy Crawford cut-out
common methods of extraction.
They said I would spend a few
from a fraternity window and
Eric lost his underwear. All went months away from civilization
well until the second night
for contributing to Melissa's
Unfortuanately, dark forces
delinquency and obstructing their
justice, (I never did a day.) They
were brewing back home.
even went so far to suggest that
Actually, it was just one of
Melissa's confidants who, in a
Eric, Melissa, and I had a
sentimental relapse with her own menage a trois. To this day, I
children, informed Melissa's
don't know where they came up
parents of her whereabouts.
with that one.

The aftermath nvited
was awaiting the University's
Melissa's parents to rescue her.
judgment It came in like this:
They did Wood County Justice
1.1 was on probation for the rest
Center invited Eric to come over
of my academic career.
and watch some TV, He did. The
2.1 was to vacate my room at
cops told me to go home, that the Chapman immediately.
University would deal with me
3.1 was not to return to any
soon, and to "straighten out my
residence hall or Greek house for
act" I considered.
any reason for the period of one
I never heard what happened
year.
,.to Melissa. As for Eric, he got out
I was a little surprised, but
of jail.tumed his charisma up to
hardly discouraged. I settled
10 and hitchhiked home on the
myself into an apartment and got
Ohio-Indiana Turnpike.
on with my life. The Great Riot
Two months later, I was sitting happened three days later.
in the now defunct Standards and
But I'm still alive here. I'm in
Procedures. I had already
my senior year and still disprovreceived a hefty fine and some
ing my arresting officer's
probation from the city. Now, I
proclamation that I would never
last in college.
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David Rncher's new thriller. Seven, starring Brad Pitt Several of the crime scenes,
especially the one involving the
and Morgan Freeman, has enough shock visuals and
tension filled chase scenes to keep you hooked throughout sin of sloth, will have many
turning their heads or crouching
the film. What it lacks in believable plot twists and
meaningful dialogue between characters, it makes up with down in their seats.
Seven is set upon the backa powerful storyline and first rate performances by Pitt,
Freeman and Kevin Spacey as the John Doe killer that has drop of a nameless metropolitan
city filled with plenty of dark
brought panic upon a city.
slums that keep you looking for
Freeman and Pitt play a typical mismatched pair of
detectives who are sent in to investigate a grisly murder in a murder around every comer.
Although it is somewhat
the slums of the nameless city. Freeman, with only a few
distracting in not knowing where
days till retirement, doesn't want anything to do with the
the film takes place, Rncher
case when, after a second murder, he realizes that a serial
uses it to his advantage by taking
killer is on the loose. Grumbling and complaining like
expecting a traditional Hollywood ending. Pincher
Danny Glover's character in the Lethal Weapon series, he the story out of the city and into a sun dried wasteland of
See seven / p.8
eventually accepts the case and is forced to work with Pitt, power antennas and trailer homes for the film's finale.
Pincher has also seen to it that Seven's ending will
a rookie detective on his first case in the city.
Although these characters have been seen all too many shock, and possibly stir up some bad feelings from those
times in the past, Fmcher pulls it off by having the two
Homecoming Merchandise
remain practically oblivious to each other's personal lives
and detecting styles. There aren't any obviously overdone
ON SALE!
___^
'HISTAURANTS
unifying moments between the two, and in the end, you
Long Sleeve Shirts
And Mugs
get the sense that they could walk away from each other
8-10 CompHmentary Tacos/Hot Doss
without feeling too much of a loss.
1/8 Price Appetizers durins the Game
Education Building Steps
Oct. 11-13 10a.m.-4p.m.
The film's only blatant set-up which disrupts the
On Sale Next Week
otherwise well-done characterization involves a meeting
Complimentary Bench Bread Ptu»
In Union Foyer
(CM-CH's Style)
between Freeman and Pitt's wife played by Gwyneth
Oct. 16-20 lla.m.-3p.m.
OPEN till 9 - MARGARITAVULE - All Margaritas $1 off
Paltrow. The two share breakfast in a coffee shop, unIMJi'lE'i.-liWl
Every Nlsht
known to Pitt, where Paltrow reveals to Freeman of her
4-7 Wings. HOT! HOTI HOTI
From 9-Close
recent pregnancy and her fears of bringing a child into the
Complimentary
Appetizers
kind of world they live in. It quickly passes, though,
4-7 1/8 Price Appetizer*
Lounse Only
OPEN
till
9
MARGARITAVIUE
without inflicting any serious damage
on the relationship between Freeman
and Pitt which is where the more
interesting storyline lies.
Also Available for
Seven's graphic depiction of
Parties & Reunions
\3* &
murders, which get their inspiration
CHECKER'S PUB
from the seven deadly sins, gluttony,
EVERY SUNDAY
greed, lust sloth, vanity, envy and
7-11
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age
wrath, may seem a little too plastic at
CALL LASER LINDA - 353-5509
times, but the brutality with which
For Elderly (65+), Handicapped Persons, & Children 4-13 w/Adult
they are carried out is nothing shy of
Transit I. D. Card Required
•Available a[ Grant's Administrator's Office, 354-6203
groundbreaking. Hricher is also not
▼
afraid to have each murder shown in
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating
its graphic explosiveness when Pitt
▼
and Freeman arrive at the scene.
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By Joe Peiffer
A wo weeks ago Weekend
Reality had a chance to sit down
with Undergraduate Student Government President Jeff Stefancic.
After only being in office for two
months, Jeff faces cutbacks in
educational funding, student apathy, and even graduation. Listen
as Jeff talks with WR's Joe
Peiffer about his presidency, the
Velvet Fog and Sidney Ribeau.

Joe: What's the one thing that people generally don't know about
you?
Mr. President: (Silence)
Joe: (Reaching) Were you a high school wrestler., or do you like
little kids?
Mr. President: (Silence, laughter)
Joe: C'mon, work with me Jeff.
Mr. President: A lot of people are surprised to find out that I'm an
Education major... So we're not in this for the political glory.
Joe: Good thing. Being USG presidnet, do you get a lot of chicks?
Mr. President: Very few. Very Few.
Joe: For those of us who might not know, what does USG stand
for?
Mr. President: Undergraduate Student Government.
Joe: When people have things like classes, other organizations,
part time jobs, parties, and just basically everything that goes along
with college, why should they take the time to care about USG?
Mr. President: Becuase we're trying to improve the University as a
whole. We have 36 senators out there who, for some reason, saw things
that need to be changed. I think our biggest win in the past two years is
students being able to have a bigger say in the general fee. It was a two
year project to get it done, but it happened.
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Jeff Stefancic
■

you? Fireman, perhaps?
Joe: Do you think that's the problem? I mean, I try to keep on
Mr. President: I don't know. The political fire has been lit. I can see
top of what goes on — even in USG. And I don't see a lot of results
myself staying involved with it throughout my adult life. 1 want to do
coming out of there (USG).
something with education. I'm deciding where I think I can best serve
Mr. President: Yeah.
myself as well as other people.
Joe: Is it because it's a long term problem? Even in your adminJoe: You graduating in May?
istration, you might not have something done, but the person after
Mr. President: Yeah.
you might do something as a result of your effors.
Joe: Does that scare you?
Mr. President: that's what people have to keep in mind. When you
Mr. President: Yeah, it does. I can't believe five years went by that
undertake huge projects, like the general fee, like the Union, you have to
fast. It's amazing.
go through the proper channels. You can't go flying crazy half-cocked
Joe: What would you tell people who arc freshmen coming here
off.
for the first time?
Joe: Sage advice. What's the hot issues now in USG?
Mr. President: Make the most of these college years. Have fun.
. Mr. President: Definately, the Union. We're moving forward with the
Joe. You know the Velvet Fog came here, don't you?
Union Task Force. The financial aid issue. In the past five days we've
Mr. President: What?
logged something like 77 calls, just from USG. Saying as a student I
Joe: The Velvet Fog. You're familiar with the Velvet Fog, right?
don't believe these cuts need to happen.
Mr. President: No, I'm not.
Joe: Do you think it has any effect?
Joe: Mel Tonne? He came for parent's weekend.
Mr. President: well, looking at how the vote went, it's sad to say no.
Mr. President: Okay.
But I think it makes us look more credible. People un our age bracket are
Joe: I happen to be a very, very big fan of The Fog. Um, what
the lowest voting populus, I think it speaks when we do have college
would I have to do to get October 7 made into Velvet Fog day in
students calling their senator or congressman.
Bowling Green?
Joe: Sidney Ribeau, the new president, is he cool or what?
Mr. President: Talk to Greg DeCrane.
Mr. President: He's real cool. There's just a feeling of warmth when
Joe: You sure you guys can't pass some kind of measure?
you talk to the man.
Mr. President: It's something we could look into.
Joe: When you were a kid, did you want to become president?
Mr. President: I think that's every kids dream.
Joe: Well, now that you've realized your dream, what's next for
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Verdict draws
crowd to Union

Dr. Strangeglove
As we walked to the
Union to watch the
deal go down with
the "Trial of the
Century/' my editor
remarked that the
day looked like
"one of the bad
scenes in a
Steinbeck novel."

^S*3»on season

Nothing could be closer to the
truth. An ad on CNN 15 minutes before
O.J. walked and the world rejoiced was
for the Miracle Ear hearing aid. A grandfatherly fella says to a young girl 1

can't believe I'm hearing
this!"
For the majority of the nearly 150
people in The Falcon's Nest, nobody could
believe what they were hearing.
A half hour before Juror Number
One changed the face of American justice,
many people in the Union were convinced
after the jury's short deliberations that O.J.
would be spending life in the klink.
Life has a way of throwing
curveballs.
Sean Daunmyer, who got to The
Nest only 45 minutes before the verdict not enough time to get a seat - thought
The Juice's fate was sealed.
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"I'd have to say he's gllilty," he
said. "That's my prediction."
Senior Geology major Susan
Grover felt the same way.
"I'm going to be late to class
finding out the verdict," Grover said.
All day reports came in of classes
called off by professors giving their students a chance to participate in television
history.

Would yo
rent a
used car
from this
man?

History?!
Yes, classes were skipped, cancelled, delayed or participating in this
circus of the stars.
But when it came down to it, every one
of the people who protested that they
didn't care about the trial was glued to
Greta Van Sustern's pre-game, play-byplay and post-game analysis of the
Simpson trial.
One unidentified person in the
Union said they were glad it Was

over.

It hasn't even begun! when Orertthal James
backed out of the NBC no-holds-barred
interview, everyone began discussing his
guilt or innocence again. And you can
sure bet that Court TV will be covering
every motion of the civil suits pending
against him.
Protestors want O.J. to pay the
price. The Dream Team of legal defense
wants him to pay their price.
Meanwhile, people are running
around claiming 'The Juice is
Loose!!"
The man will never be truly free
in his life again. He will be followed by
his reputation everywhere, and yet all
the general public does is eat up the
sensational and lurid coverage spoon-fed
to them by The Media.
Hope you liked the article — just
admit that you read it.
Joe Boyle is a junior non-journalism
major and major supporter of desperate
measures against bike theft. E-mail him
at jboyle@andy.bgsu.edu
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Matthew Sweat is not a rock star. His shows lack
pyrotics, laser lights, large sets and if he walked past you
ten minutes before taking the stage, you probably
wouldn't notice. What does make Matthew Sweet who he
is comes from the raw power of his live set combined
with his infectious pop lyrics that have brought him
notoriety in the past.

For those familiar with Sweet's more popular work
from his albums Girlfriend and 100% Fun, his live
performances may be somewhat shocking. Gone are the
light acoustic ballads that have normally been the focal
point of his popularity and in their place conies charged

up, edgy rock and roll that takes its audience by storm.
His Oct. 6 show at the Asylum in Toledo was no
exception

!• piSCHORP»l8oKOOT'rAATADOrr7
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Sweet tore into his set with a deliriously ragged
version of his song, Supenleformed off of the 1993
benefit album No Alternative, and then spent the rest of
the evening tearing through cuts from Girlfriend, Altered
Beastand 100% Fun.
Some of the more hot points of the night included a
combination of Sweet's hit. Girlfriend which rolled over
into a 10 minute rendition of Sick of Myself. Ugly Truth
Rock and a surprisingly charged version of his light pop
tune I've Been Whiting added a little extra sting to his set.
In the end, though, it was when Sweet slowed things
down a bit that the show really grabbed hold. Two of
Sweet's bitter acoutstk ballads. Time Capsule and
Someone To Pull The Trigger off of Altered Beast,
sounded even more intense when brought
out live and electric. In addition, I Almost
Forgot and the drudging, love letterish
Wnona were also nicely balanced against
the more typical hard set of Sweet's show.
Adding some light-hearted fun to the
show was a small celebration of Sweet's

birthday, which was complete with a chocolate cake that
was tossed out into the audience at the end of the set.
With 6 albums under his belt and his latest, 100% Fun,
recently going gold, it would seem that Matthew Sweet's
career is beginning to outgrow the smaller venues like the

Asylum. However, Sweet seems more at home with an
audience that he can reach out and take hold of in one riff.
Hopefully, Sweet won't remain a stranger to Northwestern
Ohio area in the future.
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BROADCAST STATIONS
Young and the Restless (In Bold and the 4s the World Turns (1"
[11:00) MM fttwaX
Beaulrful 7 Slereo)I
II Right X
Stereo) I
MM It Out Days of Our Lives X
(1 ICC) Sally NawsX
Another World X
X
Mi cot Ma Fresh Prince Blossom
All My Children X
OnaLJatoUvtX
8 Maty a
ol 8e1-Air I Dear Mom'

CD
CD
©
©
CD
CD
CD
©

Midwest...
This Fall

Doctor Is In

Paid
Program

Instructional Programming Bill Nye the Instructional Barney A
Science Guy
Friends X
Geraldo Celebnty news.
Charles Perez Disapproval Doogte
Cubhouaa
ol Inends" males (In Stereo) Howaer
(In Stereo; X
Rescue 911 Rush
Jerry Springer Troubled
Mark WaJberg Parent-teen
comrmrcation
(In Stereo)
Limbaugh
marriages

Court
TV:lnitde

Charles Perez Disapproval Danny! Misers
ol Inencts' males (InSiereo)

CABLE SI AT IONS
Comic
One Might
Sland-Up
COM Sla-.d Up •■ Justice IR) sum
Sportscenter
(Ri
(1100)
ESPN Sportscenler

Saturday
Night Live

Inside
Edition X

Donahue Long-tost relatives Rtcki Lake Mates get tips
lou~-d (in Stereo) X
from tovets' e»es

News"

Cheers ?

TalChi:
Inner Wave

Carmen
Sandiego

Wishbone
(In Stereo) X
Tai-Manis
|ln Stereo) X

Carman
Sandiego
X4aan(ln
Slereo) X

PAUPER'S BOOKS
ACROSS FROM PISANELLO'S
206 N. Main, B.C. 352-2163
Open: Mon.-Sat. 11-4

You'll Find It
At PAUPER'S

Benny Hill

Movie: ••• "Whai'sl*. Tiger 1*?" 11966) Woody Men Saturday Nigh! Live Or
Spies plot to sleal Ihe world's besl egg salad recioe.
Rckles. BitylrJol
Equestrian Amercan Gold PGA Goll Las Vegas Invitational •■ Third Round (Live)
Inside ihe
Inside Sr.
Cup From Deiron. Pa. (R|
PGA Tour
PGA
Movie: The last Besl Vear"(l990.
Movie:' I7w PhiisoeWd Expermenl II"(1993) A modem- Movie: ••• The Mappers Tate
;I0 30)
Movie ■•
Making ol
WO torn:
Drama) Vary Tyler Moore. Enka Alexander day lighter plane is whsxed Pack lo Nazi Germany s
Manhalfar>"(i9da) Voces ol j m Henson
PCU ".¥
Airheads I
ATP Tour
Transoorld Sport
On Prt Road Tailing
Kid Club
Hockey
Sports/
Rugby: Centenary WcrW Cup -- Auslra'.a vs Engynd
SportU
Preview (R) Baseball (R) Marianne
U.S.A.
Health
From Wempley. England.
Health
Friday the 13th: The Series Friday the 13lh: The Series Friday ihe 13th: The Series Friday Ihe 13th: The Series Friday Ihe I3lh: The Series Fnday the 13th The Series
Da*
iCIFI Shadows
Cup ol Time (In Slereo)
Dr. Jack" (In Stereo)
"Poison Pen" (In Slereo)
Wedding n Back"
Shadow Boxer" (In Slereo) The Praia's Promise
Quantum Leap Freedom
Scrabble
Quicksilver Press Your Scrabble
Highlander: The Series
Kniqhl Rider Cna'ol :.t
Major Dad
Major Dad
11:00)
USA Magnum. P.I. In Slereo) I (In Slereo! K November 22.1970" I
Luck
Run lor Your He" X
Gokr
Chicago Triathlon

sc

FRIDAY EVENING

$2.00 OFF
•Limit 1 Coupon per customer per visit,

no other discounts apply

Hews Ji

NBC News

e>

Urns

ABC World Cops On
Dm
Slereo) I

Ent.
Tonight

©
©
GD
CD

French in
Action

Business
Report

S3

Sanpeona
(In Stereo)

Hard Copy

Major League Baseball Playoffs League Cnampionsrvp Senas Game 3 •Teams lo Be Announced (Lrvei X

lews 1

Tonight Show (In Slereo) Lale Night
X
(In Slereo)

SSL

Family
Matters j:

Wor""''

13 S?

M'A'S'H
"End Run"

Rush
Limbaugh

Washington Week

Wan Street
Week .1!

Live From the Stratosphere A satellite link lo
NASA's Kuper Airborne Observatory.

Adam
Smith

Mystery! "Galowglass"
(Oil Air)
(In Slereo) (Part 2"ol 3) JT

McLaughlin WashingGroup
ton Week

Wall Streel
Weak I

Nova Anastasia Dead or
Aave?"I

UaeNeilrLehrer
Ne«bhcur :
Frugal
Gourmet

Home
Improve.

Seinfeld [In Coachi in
Slereo) B
Slereo] I

Strange Luc "Blind
X-Files "Clyde
Star Trek: The Next
Married...
MansBluli' n Slereo) I Bruckman's Final Repose' Generation Genesis" X With

:ountry
Dinosaurs
Music USA (In Stereo)

Mr*

LAPD (In
Slereo) X

Flipper r-easij'eHun''

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Home
Improve.

vML Hockey Edrcnlon Oilers at Detro'i Red Wngs From the Joe
Louts Sports Arena (Live)

CABLE STATIONS
Comedy Dub All-Stars
Aapen Comedy Festival
COM VIILtwel Sari.»s o
ESPN

Up Close

Sportscenter

(5 30) Movie: ••
HBO "■PCIT(1994) PG-13'
SC

Tonite

Buckeye
Race

Friday ihe 13th: The
SCI Ft Series' Cnpp'ed Inside
USA

Mr. Cooper 20(20 X

UacNeiLlehrer
Newshour «
Simpsons
(In Slereo)

lenegade -The RabM
and re Fox'' (In Slereo)

EXP. 11-30-95
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BROADCAST STATIONS
News IT
CBS News Wheel ol
Jeopardy! Dweebs Hn Bonnie
Picket Fences
American Gothic "Dead NewaS
Late Show (R|(m Stereo) Late Late
Fortune ■ X
Stereoi X
Hunt X
l"Bloodbrothers X
lo the World" (in Slereo)
ShowX

SMBS'II'I'MIIF

CD
CD

$2.00 OFF
purchase of $5 or more in used books
with coupon*

Baywiteh RrveroINo
Mental Williams Siblings of
Return" X
leen moms upset
BMNyttha Wishbone
Shining
Barney A
Science Guy (In Stereo) X Time Station Friends X
Movie: *•** 'Tw^teffiCenfuiy' (.934. Karr'a
Comeoyl Jchn Barrvmore Carole Lombaro Kitchen
Batman and Power
Aladdin 'In
Roseanne
Robin
Rangers
Stereo) X
(In Slereo) X
Aladdin (In Timon A
Lonely Chef Paid
Stereo) K
PumbaaX
Program
Batman and Power
Fresh Prince Step by Step
Robin
Rangers
ol Bel-Air X (h Stereo) X

Gool Troop Bonkers (in
(In Stereo) X Stereo) X
Taz-Manta
X-Men i.In
(In Stereo) X Stereo) X

Pink Panther Mutant
(In Sktreo)
Laagua

Soap I

News X

jeneralHoepHafX

Instructional Programming

Sesame Street (R) t:
'1100)
Denny!

Guiding Light (In Stereo) X Oprah Winfrey Breast
implant controversy X

Extreme
Bloopers

High Tide One on One"

Young Comedians (R)

Comedy Del Sol (R)

Superbouls M.hammad
Akvs Ken Norton.

Boxing

Inside the NFL (R> (In
Slereo)

Uovle:» "A B;iMntO»0irise"(1994.
Suspense) Lysetle Aneyyiy R

Prime Cuts Todayal
Keeneland

-ISL Soccer PtMfl Game •• Teams to
Announced.

Twilight
Zone

Quantum Leap (In
Slereo) X

C-Nel
Central

Wings -Ert Wings (In
Laugning''
Sle-eoi X

SATURDAY MORNING

P.O.V. (In Stereo)!

Press Box
(Live)

This is America Witn
Dennis Wholey

Rush
Limbaugh

iaaxa

Comedy
Network 1

Nighlline " Used Cars

IComedy
Network 2

Boxing Mchael Nunnvs Charles
Olrver.Urve) I

Football
Insider

Star Trek: The Next
Stephanie
Generation (In Slereo) X Miller

Politically
.ncorrect

Kids in the
Hall

Mystery Science Theater
3000.1'

Sportscenter T

Coach Bill
Curry

Movie: Capfdtf Kronoi Varnpie Hunler"(l972) A
vampire killer saves maidens from a horrific tale

354-5283

Paid
Program

Married...
With

NFL MalchRacing
Up

Making ol Movie: e'r "Dangerous Touch "(1993) A rado sex
No Escape therapist gets involved with a dead*/ ex-con. 'FT X

«

WITH"

(Oil Air)

Press Box

Midnight
Mac

Wes-Vnd
Hp.-

Scoreboard From
Central
Belmonl

Fantasy
Sports

Pro
Football

Twilight
Ana

Quantum Leap (In
Stereo! 3.

C-Net
Central IR)

Mom:* TrirMymeian--AIW«8ej«viing"(l9e5. Hone e'r ■fntjaymt 13th Part VII - The New
Horror) John Shepard. Melanie Kmnaman.
Blood 11988. Horror) Lar Park Uicoln (In Slereo)

Video '
Late Nite Video
140 E. Wooster

Night Court Stephanie Miller (In
Slereo)

StaphaniaM liar (In
Slereo)

ja-JfofW(l

Rent One Video al regular Late Nite Video
price and get 2nd lor 99e * An — ...
Coupon Bequ.r.1 E.OUOM
740 E. WOOSteF,
New Oeieaia.
Not Valid With Other Ofters.
Coupon Expires 12/31/95
Serial No. BG3800

3154-5283

■fnaay me urn Part W
Jason lakes Manhatian"

OCTOBER t4,1995

I

SAVE 15% WITH THIS AD

eaaaMaaa^l IMaaaVff.laWaWimiaaa'sWiTaV.laslM^
BROADCAST STATIONS
Beakman's
13:00) Home Shopping
Spree
World X
News lor
Paid
Paid
Program
Program
Kida
(Oil Air)
Nick News
(In Slereo)

CD
CD
03

ffl

(Oil Air)

€D

(Oil Air)

m

Iron Man (In
Whoa the
Boaa?X
Slereo)
[400;iMovle:ee'j-Ca»/l
Murder"'(l934. Myslery)

CD
©
COM

AaaHyWIld
Animall ?
US Farm
Report
Sladiatora
2000

FanlasK
Four

Baby Huey

Paid
Program

PraaaBoi
(Rl

Growing
Paina

Straight Talk For My People

Paid

jPaid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Headline
NawaX
News
Today The latest n laptop computers. (In Stereo) X
Acjricountry

Saved by
Bell
Bill Nye the Sing Me a
Advanturaa =reeWHIy(ln George ol
Ihe Jungle
Science Guy Story 8
ol Madeline Slereo) X
Computer
Michigan
Furniture on CoUactor
the Mend
Cars
Chronicles
Kidsongs [1- Shining
Bamey A
Puzzle Place Lamb Chop
Time Station Friends «
In Stereo: X
Slereo) X
UegaMan
Carmen
Power
Masked
Monster
Rangers
Sdiego
Rider X
Mania
Darkstalkars
Skysurter
Double
Smart
Double
Shirk,
Dragon
Strike Force Dragon
Sing Me a
Story X

Jelly Bean
Jungle

PAoda

Rhoda Idas Benny Hill
Hoommale'
:
l, Fishmq
Urtimale
Outdoors
Maoairoe

Sportscenter (R)
American
ftunning:
Racehorse
ESPN Muscle (R)
Disiance Run Digest IP
;a 40) Movie: •« "Sunset StraT (1992.
Movie: e*e ' The Muppels TaXe
HBO Drama) Jelf Conaway (In Slereo) ft'
(Mailiiilliiir(ITII)t) Voces ol Jm Henson
rh.il Weak In NASCAR
■otorsports Hour (R)
Tranewortd Sport (R)
SC
From Chanotte. N.C (R)
'aid
Paid
'aid
Paid
Paid
'•id
Program
Program
Program
Program
Piuytmi
PM
a CO) Movie: Sloombarg Btocewberg Bloomberg Paid
USA •Tendar
Program
Program
TV
TV
TV

nan

Carmen
Sdiego

Power
Rangers

Maaked
Rider a

lang Time
In Sle'eo).«.
Sump in Ihe
Night X
Simply
Painting
Ulster
Rogers I

Zoo Today

Coach Gary
Pinkel

:

Saved by
Ball

California
Dreams X

NBA lns.de
Stuff

Fudge (m
Stereoi I
Joy or
Painting

Reboot (In
Sle-eo] S

Buga Bunny
1 Tweety «

Today's
Gourmet

Julia's
Kitchen

eln the Cat

Eeklstravaganzaa

nature "Jaguar Vear of the
Cat" I
Spider-Man Tick (In
(In Slereo) X Slereo) X

Tra.ls.de
Adventure
X-Memlti
Steieo) X

American
Adventure

rjjackaiors
2000

Midwest
Outdoors

EeklatrevaganzaX

Spider-Man Tick (In
(In Slereo) X Ste'eo] ■'

WMAC
Masters

Movie: ee'i "Ware Come Ihe Grrfs"(l953 Comedy) Bob
Hope An agng chorus boy becomes bail 10 Caleb a killer

X-Men i"
Stereo) X
Whose
Line?
NASCAR
Today

Jnder Wild
Skies
Legend ol
While Fang

Walkers
Jim Houston Photo Saleri Sreat
Outdoors
Cay
Movie: ••• "TheSecre(Gar()en"(l993) Kale Maoeny
Fnendshp blooms between an orphan and her ill cousin

On Prt Road
Preview (R)

'rime Cull

Football
Forecail

'aid
Pioyiant

Paid

Movie: see 'Vampire Hunfe/D"(l985,Horroi). Barbara
Goodson A hjman-vamp re hybrid sla*s rjlcodsucxers

Land ol Ihe
Gianls

Paid
Program

Pad
Piuujeiii

Pad
'rogram

WildCAT.S.
3

Stop the
Sffloggktal

Sports
Advltori

>Net
Central

Sports 101

World Wraatling
|Fadaraljon Mania
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Inside the
NFL(R)
Pro Football
Weekly

sonrTMG Aii rout COMIC AND saosm
ASK AaVOVT OUR FSU ■oStttVATION
CO«JCS-SJ>Oim CAJtDS ACTION iiuaots
COLUCTSKO HJPfUIJ
tu s. BUM rr.(WM MAu)
BOWUNC Gram
MON TTiTS-TWlTt SAT 11 sIMeN
vrtDinoiioo-7*e

■MIM

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
1 11:30 1 12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00 1 1:30 1 2:00 1 2:30 1 3:00 1 3:30 1 4:00 1 4:30 1 5:00 1 5:30
BROADCAST

STATIONS

College Football Big Ten Game -- Teams lo Be Announced (Live)

To Be
Announced

CD

Nin|a™rtles

©

Pad
Program

©

Bugs Bunny College Fooibell Army »s 1 one Dame From East Rutherford. N J (Live)
JTweetyi

©
SD
€D
CD
0D

Paid
Program

Marcia
Adams

Bunwoirs
Menu

Naturescen* Michigan

«ovie:**'i -raps-(l981)TimothyHutlon Military
cadets secure then campus trom condo developers

Paid
Program

Victory
Garden E

Frugal
Gourmet IT

Furniture on ThisO'd
the Hand
HOUMX

National Geographic on
Assignment

Extremists

Atlanta 1996
Olympic

College Football: Oho Stale at Wiscorisri.

This Old
House tr

Woodwright

Homelime:

New Yankee Stilling
WortohopX

House

spottaStlow(lrve)I

HometJme:
■louse

USGA Special
.rve)

Trailside
Adventure

Naturesoene Austin City Limits "John
HiatVRacney Foster' (Ft)

GhostwrftGf Ghosrwrttet
(In Stereo) X (In Stereo) 5

Frugal
Gourmet!

Cucina
Amore

Stum
Railroad

Joyce
Painling

Jenkins' Art
Workshop

VTelory
Garden 5

Life With
Louie £

Movie: ••'. ~PomtBreak"(199l) Patrick Swayie. An FBI Movie:* 'DeathW»iir|l962Dtama)ChartesBronson
A vigilante takes up hs gun alter his daughter is murdered
agent indurates CaHoma's suiting subculture

LanrTa End "A Lew in the
Sand' [In Stereo] I

itereuleB: The Legendary
Journey* (R) (In Slereo) X

u-dweii
Outdoors

Movie: "Missing Persons' (1993) Dan*U Travanh Police American Gladiatore (In
specialists investigate lour missmg person cases X
Stereo) X

Star Trek: Voyager
' Parturition" (In Stereo) X

Sightinga (In Slereo)

Lire With
Louie K.

B.I.Joe:
Extreme

Action Man
(In Stereo)

U.S. Cuatomi: Classified
(In Stereo)

Uovlf: "Mrssnrj Persons" (i! 93) Danei J Travanti Police Star Trek: Deep Space Nine Wort must choose between
specialists nvestgate lour missng person cases X
Slarfieet and his people when the Kkngons start a war 1

Freah Prince Step by Step
ol Bel-Air I (In Stereo)!

CABLE STATIONS
Saturday Night Live Robn Benny Hill
Movie: fi "The Women's C«k>"(l98») Michael Pare A
Or Kali
COM Therapist
screenwriter lastvons a scrip! Irom ha work as a hustler
Witami. Adam Ant
College Gameday
College FootbaM Penn Stale al Purdue. (Live)
Football
ESPN
Scoreboard
Inside the
HBO NFL -ll
Fantasy
sc Sports

Drug-Free
Child

Dracula

My Secret
Identity

My Secret
Identity

Hydroplane Racing
Columbia Cup.

PGA Gorl: Las Vegas
Invflatronal •- Fourth Round
-A Perfect
Wornri

Movie: •• "LAerimer. LAeSon'l 1987) DurJey Moore.
A surgeon swaps personalities with his teen-age son. X

Movie:*** Lef'sScj'e Jcssca lo Death' (1971. Haror) Movie:** "Hornewrecker" (1992) Robby Benson A love
A menlalty unstable woman hears voces trom Ihe dead.
Inangte nvofces a man. his wrfe and a computer. X

Movie: • "Psycrlrc-(I99I. Horror) Zach Garugan A
clairvoyant is haunted by visions of his kyrei's muider :

Exosqusd It Highlander

Mystery Science Thealer
3000 "Manhunt in Space"

College Football TokWo at Mami-Oho (Lrve)

College Football Big Ten Game - Teams to Be Announced (Live)

(11:00) Land Swamp
iCIFI of the Giants Things
USA

Movie: •* 'A Gnome Named Gnorm"
Movie:** "Look Who's TaAnofVow"
1989. Comedy) Anthony Michael Hal PG' (1993. Comedy) John Travoiu PG-13" X

Absolutely
Kids in the
Fabulous (R) He*

Movie: "rvgnf Walcri"(l995. Advemure) PierceBrosnan Movie: *«'J-9100110Kir
Special agents must idneve a priceless stolen paxitng X (1988) Sidney Poker.

SATURDAY EVENING

Weekend Reality

Weekend Reality

1

raa— IIV IP,'■LWil'l|«aWlf'i'ealaal !!'■'■■ iN'raM JI','Meaa> JP ,'■■ i'l !'.'■■ UiP ,'11 HI'i'll HP ,'11 f ll'i'll ti '
BROADCAST STATIONS

<D

HewsS

1 CBS News

Km X

NBC News

Wheel of
Fortune X

Cash
Explosion

Dr. Qumn. Medicine
Women (in Slereo) X

Touched by an Angel
Walker. Texas Ranger
"The Driver (In Stereo) X "Coikskxi Course" X

Major League Baseball Playoffs League Champcnship Series Game 4 Teams to Be Announced. (Live) X

JAG "Bng Bleak" (In
Stereo) X

NewaX

Outer Limits "The New
Breed' (In Stereo) X

KeweX

Saturday Night Live (R) (In Slereo) X

To Bo
Announced

CD
©
©

13 301 College Football
Ohio Stale at Wisconssi

Baywatch Hcl Stuff (In
Stereo) X

Jell
Foxworthy

Newton s
EScolBua Apples

Lawrence Walk Show
"Thai Cettan Party"

Wild Film X

©

Travels in
Europe

m

Hercules The
Legendary Journeys X

Serraeldlin iHome
Stereo) I |lmprove.

CD
©

Extraordinary

Wc/aander: The Series
Hitchhiker (In Slereo)
"The Innocent" (In Stereo)

Slar Trek Deep Space
Nine "The Visitor" «

Coach (h
Sleieo) X

Roseanne
(In Slereo)

Movie: eels, "uncommon Valor" (1983. Drama) A
tattler goes after his son who H missng In Vxetnam

kam

Home
mprove.

Uystery Science Theater 'Crinsttprier Colurnous
T/»D«covery"(1992)

ims^*™

Monty
Python

B3$

Out There In Hollywood

r)anStaer

Exil57|P

Cocedy
ProdudlBi Foxworthy

PGAGofl

Football
College Football. Tennessee at Alabama (Lrve) X
Scoreboard

Efflbraidery Lawrence Walk Show
Studio
"That Cettan Party"

Maybe This Movie: "Picture Perfecf" (19951 Rchard Kam.
TrmeX
Warring neghbors pose as a warmhearted family unfc

Sea?"'

Prk.ee

Blossom (In Empty Nest Baywatch
Slereo) X
(In Stereo)
"Hot Stuff"
Austin City Limits "Vines (OflAir)
GitVJunior Brown" (FT)

WnoahSSr^KidT1

F^ew,

Movie: ..'.i "7heOufBw"(1943.Westem)Jar«
HusseN A woman nurses Billy the Kid back lo health

PoMark

atyaleryrGalowgass
Sneak
(h Slereo) (Pan 2 of 3) X

Martin (In
Stereo)!

Mad TV (Series Premiere) Sightinga (In Slereo)
(In Stereo) X

Preston
Episode*

[Cope
"Tampa" X

Meal
Warned

Outer Llralts "The New
|Breed'(In Sleieo) X

1

(Oft Air)

Kung Fu: The Legend
Continues (In Slereo) X

Tales From TaleiFrom jly«rySdenteTheeter Ccns-yShc.e-.an
the Crypt I the Crypt X

CABLE STATIONS
COM
ESPN
HBO
SC
SCIFI
USA

Absolutely the Largest
and Most Unique Selection
of Imported Beers.

Sportacerrler

SportseenterX

Movie: *vt The
rVomen'sCJu»"(19e7)
UKimght Madness (Live)

Movie: •• "r»>iTij Port" (1993.
Drama) Wesley Snees fl X

13:30} College Football:
Toledo at Miami-Otao.

College Football Middle Tennessee Stale al Eastern Kentucky. (Live)

Buckey.
Race

College Football Bngham Voung al Arizona Slue

Tekwar (In Stereo) X

Twi.ighl
Zoned)

(5:00) Movie: •*'*
1
Snoot ioKil"[i9«8)

Weird
Science!

Today at
Keenelend

Movie: The
Immortals"

TalesDertelde

•Vovle:»».'-» rVosferafumo Vamwre"(1979)
Werner Hercog's remake ottfie 1922 vampire classc

Max Headroom (In
Stereo)

Twilighl
Zonel

Science X

Movie:..'- Turr»rlrtocrV'|l9B9)Alasl«!«lus
pokceman is teamed with a slobbemg canna

Wings (In
SicreoiX

Movie: sen "Adventures m 8aoysirtng-(l9e7| A
Chicago baby sitter is plunged mfro a comic nghtmare

Dockman
(In Stereo)

TalesDarkalde

Movie: ...'J "rVosferalu
meVampyre"(1979)

SUNDAY MORNING OCTOBER 15,1995
BROADCAST

STATIONS

(3 CO) Home Shopping
Spree

ffi
(B !5r»Sr
G)
ffl
©
CD
CD

Paid
Program

Shop Spree

To Be
Announced

To Be

K^ineth Copland
Day of
Discovery 3

Sunday Morning Retired G* Com
Powell: pianisl Tommy Flana an X

Roundtable

ieal Estate
Digest

Paid
Program

Paid

Morning
Prayer

Your Mind 1
Body I

rrjday (ki Stereo) X

Meet the Press!

Toledo Up

TJecoraor
Showcase

:o*chGary

Community
Cloea-Up

Mured

Sophist-0-

Hour ol Poerar (In Slereo)
X

Paid

Jack Van
mpa

Feed the
CMrJren

Martha
Stavrart

rit-Hei

European
Journal

Out of
Ireland

Freedom
sr«k.

Tony Brown

School Sue

OHAJr)

BemeyA
FrlendeX

Of! Alt)

Udeongelln Shining
Sameyl
Time Station FrlendeX
Slereo) X
Paid
Program
Animal
Adventures

Score board Central

CaHomia
Dreams

Head ol Ihe
CleesI

ItsYour
Buslness

Hour of Power (In Stereo)
X

Church ol Today

Double
Dragon

Benny Hill

'owbcaey

STATIONS

Paid
Piuyjam

Paid
Pragrarn

Pad
Program

Jim Houston Scholastic

m

Hteretce
From Mare

tisler
togereX

Barney!
FrlendaX

James
Kennedy

Dragon Ball

Peld
Program

Fantastic
Four

Reality
Check

'unWt Piece Lamb Chop
(In Stereo) X

ronklaniln
Slereo)
[Skysurlar
Srrrk* Force

■M

Future
Quests.
Paid
Program

Teknornan

Wan Street
JrrU

Teknoman

Dur House

1
Porttcafly
Incorrect

rskMcety
Incorrect

PoeWcaiy
tncorrect

Mystery Science Theat«3W0
'Tormenled" (R)

'GOT"

Inside Sr.
PGA

inaidethe
PGA Tour

NFLMatcN

Sporteweekry

Stop the
Smoggiesl

Legend of
Wh he Fang

Kovle: **. "Barman" (1989) Michael Keaton Thecaped
crusader vows to nd Gotham City of the Joker PG-13' X

Arthur As he

FooBall
Forecast

Pro Fooibell
weekly

Today's
SciflBun
Environment (R)

C-Net
Central ifl)

ktatde Space
(In Stereo)

ifghleooer

Exosquad
WHdCA.T.5.
(ki Slereo) X X

Program
Sporlecerrlet(R)

Tour Champ.

sr*
Going. Going, Almost
QcneTAnkeiale In Danger

American
Adventurer

Prime Cuts

Club Gorl

Kid Club

On P» Road
Preview ;R)

Outdoor
Gaxetla

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Pad
rrognn

Pad
Program

Paid
Program

Peid
Program

PaW
Program

Mad
Scientisl

=ectsofLlfe >aM
Program
In Stereo)

rsYour
Business

:-Net
Central IR.l

Superman
Batman

Problem
Child »

Sonic the
Teenage
MnMTurbeo Hedgehog

(3 00) College Football
Georgia at Vanderbilt

W ISS.

swsvknoy

Paid

Strlksrs

.' ~"nil;:~eaeal

naide Pilch

Paid
SCIFI Pragrarn
USA

School Bus

Three
Musketeers

College
ESPN Footbeu

SC

Seearao Street (R)X

(" X) Movie
'flodol M"

CABLE
COM

Dinosaurs
Pad
Dinosaurs
(In Sleieo) X (In Slereo) X Program

Assasaina:
(4 55) Movie: 'Straws' (1981) « loy'de
HBO takes two Army recruits across enemy knes. First Look

737 S. Main

CollegeFootbal

LaaMM IMi'M IP ,'■■!«!.laalam.^ilaalaWaHljaaieWa^llaalaW.HIJaalaW.>*,iaalaa>>Lijajlaa>>f-.laalaalliHi.ial»

©

1:1: i in: PAIMY MAIMS

Kids ki the
Ha*

Comedy Hour Dana
Carney. (In Slereo)!

OflAir)

.MIII

TL%

(5:30) Movie: «*• "APerfecf vVorld"(1993) Aboy
Movie: "The A/fair'(1995. Drama) A Mack American
begins lo admire the escaped con who kdnappod nm Gl tails for a married whfle tngfcsnwoman X

(XI Air)

* Party Balls & Supplies
* State Minimum Prices

m

n
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UPI")

'antaey
Sports

-inal Score

KlldC.A.T.S

Sports
Reporters

SrktKtacerrtei

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
I 11:30 I lIM
Facethe
Nation!

Community To Be
Paw
To Bo
Announ
Showcase
Annoonoad Program
MFL Football New England Patriots at Kansas City Chiefs
(Lrve)I
On the Issue Dura Shine Command
Performance

Pad
Program

Paid
Program

John Cooper Rocket
Replay

©

Thfo Week With David
Brinkleyff
Firing line: To tin
Chna
Contrary
Nova "Anastasia Dead or
Newton's
Alive' -■jr.
NFL Sunday (In Stereo) !

Paid
Program

Amarican Sportawoman: To Be Announced
The Future
Gymnaatica World Championships From Sabae. Japan

Market to
Msrket
Sew Many
Duets

ac

X

CABLE STA1IONS

Movie: ...V, "Die Gr*ers"(l990) Anvjlica Huston
Golden Girls Empty Neat
X
Three con art&ts get entangled m then own mane; jlalions |(h Stereo) X [(In Stei

Science
Movie: ..Vi NPoVesfer"(l96t) Divine Suburban lite
COM Theater 3000 becomes loo much tor a flamboyant homemaker.
Motorcycle Racing: AMA
NFLCameday
ESPN
Molocross
Movie: •»• "Book* * the vMr~(|C93. Comedy) A pintHBO
sued pacher pins the ranks of the Chicago Cubs PG X
League Soccer
Pro Football Browns
Sports
SC Advisors
lights
nsider (Ft)
Showcase

IComedy Del Sol (R)
Comedy Club All-Stars VII Aspen Comedy Festival II foung Comedians (fl)
Lowell Sanders (Ft)
Auto Racing lAulo Racing Auto Racing ITriaMon World Cup From IPGA Goll Las Vcgai Imitator al - Fnal
Southampton. Bermuda
Round. (Live)
Assassins: Movie: "Oily
Movle:**'l 'Wyarr £arp"(1994. Western) Kevin Costner Dennis Quaid Thelronlier
the StrongFirst Look
marshal bmgs law and order to the Old West (In Stereo) 'PG-13' X

Myatary
Mm*
World Wrestling
Esosqued
USA In Stereo) X Federation Action Zone

U.F.O. "Co-.Vt

m

Auto Racing ASA's AC Delcu Challenge Series From Jermerstown Speedway. Pa. (lrve)
Movie:. "The DevonsviHe Terror- (1963) A modem-day
sorceress menaces witch-bunters descendants.

SCI Fl

Movie:** "Trie Possession
rfjceiOeJ»Mr'l'97;|

r

Movie:..W "ArjVenfiiresraibvs^* tg"(l9e7,Cornedy) Movie:**"/ Tumerethvxicfi"(19e9)TomHanks A
A Cn«sgo baby sfler is plunged silo a comic nightmare.
ItstyJous policeman is teamed waft a siobbervig canine.

Wings "The Winojfjn
Wrong Slult" Slereo)X

mum mm

Movie: •• -Double Jeoparoy"(1992) Bruce Boileitnei A
man engages si an attair wah an accused mu'deiess

Lileitytes

Home Again Travel Travel Main Floor
Movie: ..'A -Soapdlsr>-(l99l. Comedy) Sally Field A
cakajlatng nvat pasta to sabotage an actress's career.

American Gladiators (In
Stereo) X

©

From Arrowhead Stadium
PeM
Program

McLaughlin McLaughlin Nova -Anastasia Dead or
One on One Group
Akrerx
Adam Smith: Tony Brown
Sewing With Lawrence Walk Show
OB Masters
That Certain Party
Nancy
NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Green Bay Packers From lambeau Field (In Stereo Live) NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at San Diego Chargers.
From San Diego/Jack Murphy Stadium (In Stereo Lrve) !
Wildest
Wild Film Profiles wikWe filmmakers and
heir experiences in documentrvj nature. I Rivers
Frugal
This Old
Julia's
Gourmet G
Kitchen
House!

lighter Side ThlaWeekln
ofSporta
Motoraporta

CD

Hot*: •• "Memphis" (1992, Drama) Cybill Shepherd A
kidnapper torms a maternal bond with hei young caplive

Program

SUNDAY EVENING

1 ■■ »» i - ** i ■ A» i IHA I on* 1 aCM 1 si.iWt 1 Kail 1 lli.AA 1 JA.*A [ ...shii 1 I1.4A 1 1J-OI, 1 12:30
(■:IHI
II:.MI
:IHI I^^II
-■■: ■ . " _^_^_^1_-

Weekend Reality Magazine is published
every Friday in The BG News with a
different feature story each week.
Weekend Reality contains TV Listings,
movie reviews, band reviews, upcoming
events, interviews and much more. This is
a wonderful opportunity for you to
advertise in the Weekend Reality and f.
seen by It's 19,000 readers every sinj 'e
week!
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CD
CD
Q>
ffi
€B
CD
CD
©

WCNews

Beywalch tights'S«eni
Witness'

■Wor League Beeeball Plan/otta: Leaaie Champonshtp Series Game 5Teams to Be Announced It necessary (Live) IB
Loll 4 C1 irt - Sup-K m*n lovte: **• Xtr SVOers"(1991. Comedy) Billy Crystal Amaee
Home
crisis prompts an ad eiec to ion a cattle dnve (In Sleteo) X
fldeoe
Videos

Lawrence Walk Show
Trial Certain Patty"

>*ople in Motion "Annovalion Metlsertes X

■ml

iingleGuy
■Piior'X

Elan
Kreidman

pxr

Alive TV
New
■Deserts"! Televraion

:hihulyiB,
In Stereo)

Masterpiece Theatre "I>e Great
KanMisky- (In Stereo) X

Chlhuly(R) Viewer's Choice
(In Stereo)

Space: Above and
Beyond "Mutiny I

NFL Football: Cowboys
at Chargers

Eitremltta

World ot National
GeooretWc

Homo
Star Trek: Voyager
"ParturUKXi" (In Stereo) X Improve.

ST"

Berried.
Siiraoni IToo
(InSlereo) 8o«Mth.ng With

wr her

HHery
Loves

Beverly HMs. 90210 (in
Slereofx

Out There In Hollywood

ESS

HFL Primetime

(5:45) Movie: • "Oiyme JrongHBO 1993. Drama) Mark Dacas cos.TG-13'
Hockey
Was* At)

Buckeye
Race

Today *
Keeneland
Twilight
Zone?

15 00) Movie:
'PossessiorWoe'"

| w MM
•"rom
B#lmont

(OflAk)

Loneeome Dove: The
Outlaw Yeera "Fear

Renegade "La-s Poker'
(In Stereo)

Movie:*', tJgMlfM
the Vampires "(1964)

Movie: MM "Poyester"(196l) Diveie. Suburban Ire
becomes loo much tor a flamboyant homemaker.

SI,

Em 57

Figure Skating Professional Legends. From
Huntngton. WVa

Drag Racing: NHP.A
Chlel Nationals

Movie: *•• "Batman"(i9B9| Michael Keaton The
caped crusader vows 10 rid Gotham Cay of the Joker.

Movie:** "The SpecaWf (1994, Drama) A woman
asks a bomb eipan to elimnale three gangsters H

TeletDiritude

Motoraporta Hour (R)

Amanng
Stones*

SCI-FI

Stories |

Movie: «.'i 'Fade to Black' 11993) T roomy Busfiekl Murder, She Wrote A
A college professor accidentalry videotapes a murder Udyei the Lake" X

Bun Mystery
Migic'

Renegede 'Endless
Summer" (In Stereo) X

(Off Air)

(OtlAJT)

PoMman "Tracing Up
the Paki Moonkghf X

Sports m TMaWeek
in Baseball

Cycle World (R)

■r

Star Trek: Deep Space
Nine "The BBTT

lean

*HL Hector Detroit Rod Wntp ai Wnn-peg Jets. From Wivr-peg
Arena. (LM)

Scoreboard Powerboat
Racing
Centtal
Inside
Space

Absolutely
Fabulous

By

Sportscenter X

Jn Pit Road: Final
Edition

Masters of rwilight
Ferrleey(R) ZorwX

Silk Stalkmga' Famsy
Attairs" (In Slereo) X

Brown!

TairsDarkside

SilkStalkinga'TK.0''
(R)(m Slereo]!

ar

Sign up to run all 13 weeks of the Fall
semester beginning September 8,1995.
Your ad size and copy could vary from
week to week as long as you run at least a
6 column inch ad.

$5.15 per column Inch
Kenneth
Copelsnd

Behind the London
Frontline
Und.
»L Primetime (H)
Assassins: "itickocier
First Look 4"
College Football: Liual
Kentucky
AmaJinq
Stories H

' OPTION O

InSlereo)

Forever Knight "band
Fa.1h" (In Stereo)

■ealirpleri Theatre "The Great
Kandnsky" (In Stereo) X

PGA Got! Las Vegas
ESPN Invilalonal - FinalRound

USA

UJW.M

iunsmoke sneaky
Siskell
Ebert

Ghoetwnter iGhostwrrter AuaunCitv Limits Vnce Neture "IncfwXjte
Suckers" (In Stereo) J.
(InSlereo) [(In Stereo) Gl/Jvjnnr Brown- (R)

Comedy
COM Network!

son

*ewsradio News B
Big Day" X

NHurt Incfwtole _
Suckers" (In Slereo) X

ATIONS

SC

wasK

CBS News

News »

Aimost
PerteclX

40VH 'Oaat»'(i995.Drama)Apnomrapher's
lather tights to keep his valuable estate X

50 Mmules (In Stereo) X CyWI (In
Sfefoojl

—i— OPTION 0 ■■——
Sign up to run between 7-12 weeks of
the Fall semester beginning anytime
after September 8,1995. Your ad size
and copy could vary from week to week
as long asyou run at least a 6 column
inch ad.

[Amating_
| Stones*

$5.45 per column Inch

Highlander: The Series
"Epkaph 'ot Tommy" X

in HIM
MONDAY EVENING
>ADC A"

CD
CD
S>
©
©
CD
ffl
©

CBS News
lews !'

SBC News

lews

ABC World Cops (In
Stereo)!
News

Practical
Purposes

HBO
SC

Business
Report

Home
Improve.

Lkj Close
K30)
TonMe

fiennylln
Stereo)!

nerd Copy

Freeh

Cant Hurry
Love.?
kith*
House!

tax

tNoUo^ThicagoHop. Wd
Vou X
[Cards"(ln Slereo) X

•ovlo: Terror si B» Shadows" (19951A «renged
woman seeks out her late baby's adopirve father. X

News!

Late Show (In Stereo) I

Late Late
Show!

Tonight Show (R) (In
Steiecl I

Latereght
In Slereo)

(In Stereo)
Whose
Line?

Political!,
Incorrect

Simpsons
(In Slereo)

Dinosaurs
Country
MusKOSA (In Stereo)
Smtpeona
(In aereo)

™

Ruth
•H. FootbsH Ckskland Raoers at Denver Broncos From use tkgn; laoum (In ••A"S"H
'Pmg-Poog' jmbeugh
Stereo Lrve) uD
iaalEnders Chants Roae (In Slereo) Off Ak)
3
Maraant on Music (In
MacNeiHeh ar
Mur«rol»!eCenturyStereo) (Part2oil)!
Newshour!
Charlie Roee (In Slereo) netrucChicago
on
Stage
(In
:
klaraaUaonUueiclln
Amencan
Etpenenoa
wad
rugal
ional
Murder ot the Century"
Stereo)!
AmericaX Stereo) (Part 2 oM)l
Gourmet
II grit Court Slephan.o Milter in
Star Trek: The Neat _
1
Parmersil- led and
Melroea Place "Lei the
Seinleldjn :oach(ln
|steieo)
Generation (In Slereo) I
Stereo) X Games Begri" (hi Stereo) Stereo)X SteceyE
Slereo) X
Stephanie Milter (In
FTeaaBos *aso
>ressBos sush
•ovlo:... -Soswet-JiggA.Drama) r^sedonthe
UPDIln
Program
Umbaugh Slereo)
(Live)
crash ol an aaeged UFO «i 1947 New Mesico. I
Slereo) X
Star Trek: The Neit
Stephanie
Married...
•sera
Movie: ••• IMnrint Drama) Based on the
Home
Homo
Miner
(lenaraBon
(In
Stereo)
X
With
crash ol an sieged UFO in 1947 New Memo. X
Improve.

KSed

laraM-Landof
Opportunity" (In Stereo)

Reneges* "Bonnie and
CL> -e i In Stereo) X

$6.10 per column Inch

iSrld
SE* '

Mr

Kids in the
Hall

Absolutely
Fabulous

MJFL Prime Monday

DropDonkey

ffiST

lunT"

SrSf^SnoT

Craven Presents Mod
Movie:.. 'Cheyenne rVirrwr-(l99A, Movie:, 'Wes
,
Western) Kelly Preston, (kt Stereo) PG Fti>pe "( 995) Lance Hennksen. fl' X
From
Beknont

Sign up to run between 1-6 weeks of the
Fall semester beginning anytime after
September 8,1995. Your ad and copy
could vary from week to week as long as
you run at least a 6 column inch ad.

^f *"*

Sportacenler

Sis Million [ MarMan
SCIR 'To Catch th eEagleUSA

Ent.
Tonight

MacNe*Uhrer
Newahour!

StanoMJp,
COM SUnd-Up
ESPN

Wlieelo/
Fortune I

OCTOBER 16,1995

OPTION e —-»»-—

Dream On
(In Stereo)

PollUcaatv
Incorrect

Kids in the
Hall

Portraits ol Courage

Timber
Series

Sportacenler X

Movie: *'i Class 0-1999 "The
ienoeraX Su0slitute"(t993)SashaMitchell R

Women'a College Soccer: North Caroma at None Dame
Coach Lou CtSL Soccer Piayorl Game •• Teams to Be
Announced
Horti
Movie:
eeeVi
"Rosemaiy's Baby"(19BB. Horror) M» Farrow, jonn Cassavetes.
Quantum Leap (In
TateaTwaltght
Ruth Gordon. A woman huts that a coven has desvs on her unborn child X
Darkside
Stereo) X
Wingalin
JWF: Monday Night
Murder, She Wrote
Wkhjalln
StereoIX
"Dead Heat"!
StaiM)!

s%,%

Myetery Science Theater
3000 "The Uneartiily." (R)

Saturday Night Live
Chnstna Applegale

FirttM* ffi

American
Muscle

MOVIe:. I Armyorrjrie
(1993)OolphLunogren ■
Coaege Football:
Louisville at Wyomng
Quantum Leap (tn
Stereo) X
Quantum Leap _
DauDTnolS- X
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'These contracts are designed toi advertiser who aie
currently not on contract

TUESDAY EVENING
BROADCAST

I

STATIONS

(D
CB

NtwaX

CBS News

Wheel ot
Fortune «

Jeopardy!
X

The Client "Drive. He
Sad" (In Stereo) X

""•"'

Late Show l In Sic-co; X

Late Late
Show '■:

News.H-

NBCNtws

Ent.
Tonight

Hard Copy
X

Major League Baseball Playoffs League Chamcorsh p Series Game 6 •Teams to be Announced If necessary (Live) X

News!

Tonight Show (R) (In
Stereo) X

Lsle Night
(In Slereo)

G)
©

New>

Cops (In
Stereo) X

Mosl
Wanted

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Lonesome Dove: The
Outlaw Years

MVfS'H X Rush
Limbaugh

FionWns"» no- The
KsvJe Slory" X

Journal

EastEnders Charlie Rose (In Stereo!

Frontline Waco •- The
tnsde Story"!

George Marshall and Ihe American
Century IR)

Charlie Rose (In Slereo)

Night Court Stephanie Miller (in
(Pad • ot 2) Slereo)

faBC World
News

Practical
Purposes

Business
Report

MecNeil/Lehrer
NewshourX

Hudson
Street X

UacNeil/lehrer
Newshour ft

Nova Explotng ihe
Venusian landscape Jt

Frugal
Gourmet

Nova Expkyriq the
Venusian landscape X

Wild
America X

Movie: "DaHle"(l995) Lisa Harm*! BJck An
heiress struggles to protect her family's vast estate. X

Home
Improve.

Coach X

©
©

Home
Improve.

Simpsons
(in Stereo)

Seinfeld (In Coach (In
Stereol X
Ste'eol!

Movie-... MyCouui Vwry"( 1992) Joe Pesa An
inept lawyer fnes lo spring his cousin Irom a Date jail

Star Trek: The Next
Married..
Generation' Firstborn" X With

CD

Country
Music OSA

Dinosaurs
(In Stereo)

Highway
Patrol

LAPDilSiereo) s.

Deadly Games "The
Practical Joker" X

Live Shot 'Shake. Ratite
and Ron" (In Slereo) X

Press Boi
(Lrve)

©

Simpsons
(In Slereo)

Roseanne
"Therapy

Homt
Improve.

Home
Improve

Deadly Games "The
Practical Joker X

Livt Shot "Snake, Ran*
and Roll (In Slereol X

News

Politically
Incorrect

Kidsinlhe
Hall

EDI57(R|

Dr. Katt,
Therapist

Ben Stiller

Checkered
Rao.

Auto Racing SODA Off.
RoadFnals

CABLE
COM

FAST, FREE
DELIVERY*

OCTOBER 17,1995

ESPN
HBO

Whose
Line?

Press Box

Math
Moves

Paid
Program

Married
With

Star Trtk: Tht Next
Stephanie
Generation (In Stereo) X

Up Close

Sportscenler

Up Close
Spec.-I

Skating

Saturday Night Live
Comtdy
Product |R) Kevrn Kline.

Politically
Incorrect

Kids In ihe Mystery Science Theater
Hall Fiore " 3000 II-

IndyCar Vtar in Review

Sportscenter X

Movie: The Last Best Year" (1990) A psychologist
becomes best (fiends with a dying patient

Movie: rneAtfair"(l995. Drama)
Courtney B Vance. (In Stereo) X

Movie: " Trie Immortals" (1995. Drama) Eric Roberts.
Term malty ill criminals tackle a mob krrigpr s empire.

Tomle

Sowting ABC Work! Team Cttalkengc.
From Poniard Ore (R)

Buckeye
Race

SC

Renegade Wheel Men
Don!Eat Quiche" X

Talking
Baseball

Inside
Racing

Sportswrrters on TV

101h Frame

Twilight
Zone jr.

TalcsDarkside

Quantum Leap (In
Stereo) X

Uovit: • V fie Black Cat : I9K: Caroline Munro. A Twilight
horror-tilm crew is haunted by a vengeful witch.
ZontTr.

Wings (In
Stereo)!

Wings (In
Stereo)!

Murder, She Wrote
"Jessica Behind Bars" X

Boxing Demetno Ceballos vs Ivan Robinson (Lrve)

WEDNESDAY EVENING
BROADCAST

CD
©
©
©
©
©
CD
©

Stephanie Miller (In
Slereo)

{Off Air)

STATIONS

Sland-Up.
Sland-Up

Su Million Dollar Man
SCIFI 'The Ghostly Teletype"
US*

Rush
Limbaugh

Nighlllne :t: Used Cars

Scoreboard Indians'
Central
Out

WlngtNn
Stereo)!

BigGm
Fishing

NFL'S
Greatest

Comedy Hour Dana
Carvey (R) (In Slereo) X
Browns
Showcase

Bestol
Real Sex X
FrjottSl

TatnDnrkside

L

SSJoT5 -",n

Wings Iln
Slereo)!

Quantum Leap
"Daughter ol Sin" I

OCTOBER 18,1995

I

STATIONS

Mewsl

CBS News

Wheel of
Fortune X

Mopsrdyl

Bless This
House li

Nr«X

NBCNtws

Ent
Tonight

Hard Copy

Sttouttt 2032
"Desmalnn Tern hat' I

Ntwt

ABC World
News

Cops (In
Slereo) X

Most
Wanted

Major League Bastball Playoff a League Champotship Series Game 7 Teams lo Be Announced II necessary. (Lrve) X

Homt
Video

Business
Report

MacNeiHehrer
Newshour!

DtfVt
World X

Central Park Weal (In
Stereo)!

Courthouse "Child
Suppon" [In Slereo)!

Newt s.

Lite Show (In Slereo) X

Dtteint (In Stereo) I

Law A Order "Savages"
(In Stereo) I

Nrw.1T

Tonight Show (R) (In
Stereo) I

M'A-S-H
"Souvenirs'

Rush
Limbaugh

tew Explorers "What
Darwin Never Saw" X

Greal Performances "Carnegie Hal
Operwvj Ntjhi"

Sarah
Chang

Gourmet

Wild
America X

New Explorers' Whal
Darwin Never Saw" X

Groat Performances "Carnegie Hall
Openng Nxjht"

Sarah
Chang

Seinfeld
"The Visa"

Coach (In
Stereo)!

Beverly Hills, 90210
"Vowed" (In Stereo)!

Party ot Five "Have No
Fear (in Stereo)!

Dinosaurs
(In Steteo)

Highway
Patrol

LAPD (In
Slereo) I

Roseanne
"Lies!

Home
Improve.

PolrBealry
Incorrect

blacNerVUhrer
Newshour I
Home
Improve.

Simpsons
(in Slereo)

Country
Music USA
Simpsons
(In Slereo)

Late Late
ShowX
(In Slereo)

MgMtntX Used Cars

TechnoPol- Journal
rKa

(Off Air)

SS3,

Charlie Rott (In Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Generation 'Sub Rosa"

Harried...
With

Night Court Stephanie Mrller (In
.•'a-- .'.': Slereo)

Movie:..'r "CrVislopflerCofumouj The Dacovery'
(1992. Duma) George Conalace. Marlon Brando

Press Box

Stephanie Miller (In
Stereo)

Home
Improve

Movie:..'j ''Suddenlmpjcf''(l983)CantEasrecod
Detect ve Harry Caliahan seatches lor a serial killer.

Newt

Married...
With

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) X

Kids in ihe
Han

Movie:**'i "TheRafngsGame"(19B4.Comedy)A
trucking magnate becomes a Hoeywood producer.

Saturday Night Live

Politically
Ineorrtcf

Kidsinlhe
Htll

(Kit)

Rush
Limbaugh

Press Box

nslructional

Paid
Program

wr-

CABLE STATIONS

Toppings mil.* !MW each

COM
ESPN

353-5711

HBO

&3u?

ssr

JpCkrtt

Sportscenler

m

Movie: *t "A Gnome NamedGnorm"
(1989) Anlhony Michael Hal.'PG'

Tonile
SC

Buckeye
Race

in Million Dollar Man
SCIFI ■Swiss- (Part 1 of 2)
USA

PBA Bowling: Greal Lakes Classic
From Wyomng, Mich (Lrve)

n-Line Skating: ASA Pro Sportsctnttrl
Tour. From Chicago.

Movie:*.'* "SwrtcrV(l99i.Comedy)Amurdered
Dream On
womanaei comes back n the body of a woman 'ffl 'Am 1 Blue"

Tootle

ECHL Hockey Columbus cn.il at Daylon Bombers. (Live)

Twilight
Zone B

TalesDarkside

wings "Just Wings (In
Say No"I Stereo)!

Renegade Windy City
Bkies^ln Stereo)!

Billiards Challenge of
Champons - Final.

Mystery Science Theater
Moo-VWN- I" it;
NfL'l
Greatest

Aulo
Racing

Sanders il

Take From Movie: .* " he Spec*a/'SI"( 1994,
Ihe Crypt S Drama) Sylvester Stallone. R' X

Today at
Keeneiand

Scoreboard From
Central
Belmont

Browns
Showcast

tes

TakrsDarkside

Quantum Leap (In
Stereo) S

Slereo)!

Quantum Leap iln
Stereo) X

Quantum Leap (In
Steteo) X

Movie: ee'j "Suspna"(1977) Jessica Harper An
ancient evil nses lo claim dance students n Bavaria.

Murder, She Wrote
"Sticks and Stones" X

Uovie: "Tails You Lrve. Meads You're Dead" (1995) A Wings (In
serial kektr issues an early warning lo his next victim. Slereo)!

Piece ol ihe
Game

ISIS I Tasting
Pixxa in I 'on

II

-

>loncv Back

ADD AN
ORDKR OF
BREADST1X
FOR JUST

980

THURSDAY EVENING
BROADCAST

0
CB
©
©
©
©
©
©

News!

STATIONS

CBS Newt

Wheel of
Fortune X

Jeopardy'

Murder. She Wrote
"Home Care" (In Slereo)

NtwtX

NBC News

Enl
Toni3hl

Hard Copy

Friends Iln
Stereo) X

taws

ABC World
News

Cops (In
Slereo) X

Molt
Wanted

Charlie Grace "One
Sinvjie Lrflle Favor I

Homt
Video

Business
Report

MacNeiVLehrer
Newshour!

Wild
America X

MotorWeak Mystery!' Galkwvglass"
[In Ste-c-ol
(In Slereo) (Pan 3 ol 3) X

Frugal
Gourmet

ThiaOld
House X

Yankee
Shop

Mystery! Gallowglass
Waiting lor
(In Stereol (Part3of 3)X God *

Crtwlln
Stereo)!

New York Undercover
"The Hicjhesl Bidder" I

Star Trtk: The Next
Married...
Generation "Emergence" With

Lonesome Dove: The
Outlaw Years

Press Box
(lrve)

MacNeil/Lehrer
NtwshourS

•/lid
America!

Kit

New York Newt "Goodbye Gator" (in Sleteo)!

41 Hourt "A Journey
Home" (In Slereo) X

N.W.X

Late Show (In Slereo) X

Single Guy Seinleld (In Caroline in
•Charily" X Slereo) I
the City X

ER And Bacy Makes
Two" (In Stereo) X

Newts

Tonight Show (In Sleteo) Lett Night
X
(In Slereo)

Monroes "Riles of
Passage" (In Slereo) X

Home
Improve.

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Seinfeld
"Tre p. ot"

Coach (In
Stereo)!

Living
Single 5

Country
Music USA

Dit.osaurs
(In Slereo)

-lighway
Patrol

UPO (In
Slereo) X

Renegade
awed-Otl
ShMgJTwec mng"(R)

Simpsons
(In Slereo)

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Home
Improve.

NHL Hockey Delro- Red Wrgs al New Jersey Devils. From
Me ado- lands Arena. (Uve)

Politically
Incorrect

Kidnnllie
Hall

StanO-Up
Stand-Up

Whose
line?

Dp Close

Sportscenter

Weekend
Kickofl

ESPN
HBO

Located in the Foodcourt at Kroger
1096 N. Main St.

I

Murder One "Chapter
Five" (In Slereo) X

M'A-S'HX Rush
Limbaugh

HJ1-""*

Coach Gary Chert* Rott (In Slereo)
Black ney

(Off Air)

Charlie Rott (In Slereo)

(Off Air)

«y
Husband

Rush
Limbaugh

Uivld

NighdineS Used Can

Night Court Slephanitlaltr(ln
Slereo)

Stephanie Miller (In
Stereo)

Press Box

Paid
Program

News

Married...
With

Star Trtk: The Next
Stephanie
Generation (In Stereo) I Miller

Saturday Night Live

IW

Politically
Ineorrtcf

Kidsinlhe
Hall

Boxing Jesse Ferguson vs Danel Nicholson (Lrve)

SporttctnlarX

LPBT Bowling: Delaware
Open

IntidtthtNFLim
Stereol

Movie: .'r "Owqe'ovs
roucn-(1993)'R I

CARLE STATIONS
COM

•Hours of delivery 4pm - 10pm weeknights,
4pm -lorn weekends.

OCTOBER 19,1995

testate1 ■ II''■ ■■HWataWaHl,IMaWae«illMaat.HI,IJal».H>llJaIaaVJ<l.IMaaV-jOllJalalUHl.UiMtimmuBHI.HB,ImilJBr-Hl.lalBIr-H>ill

SC
SCIR
USA

One Night
Stand

One Night
Stand"

Suptrbouts Muhammad
All vs Jimmy Els

Oul There in Hollywood

Midnight

5:45) Movie: t. -lite Father Lie
Son (1987) Dudley Moore PG-13'I

Movie: •* "Arrheads"(1994 Comedy)
Brendan Fraser. (In Slereo) 'PG-13 X

Motritit. Tce"(1994) A diamond the!
and her brother flee mob assassns. 'R'

Tonilt

Today at
Keeneiand

From
Belmom

This Week m NASCAR
From Wesl End. N C

Yachting Fan Cup
Regatta

Twilight
ZoneTT

TastaDarkaidt

Quantum Ltap (In
Slereo)!

Movie: ... -Ha'tx Express "(1972) A prehistoric
cadaver influences a Irans-Sewnan Iran nde

Buckeye
Race

Six Million Dottr Man
Sharks" (Pan 2 cl 2)
bntgtdt "Honor Bound'
In Stereo) I

M

Sklreoll

Movie:... "7heFa6i*usBak»aoys"(l9e9)A
chanteuse vjns the act ol two sibling lounge luards
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Chris 4
Steve

Mystery Science Theater
30ut)(FT|

ItlLlillli ACOHcoiOO Women's College Voetybttl
From Rockngham. N.C.
Northwestern al Purdue

?S2J£X3T

TwikgM
ZontT
S%,%

Dtrttside

EetantumLtapiln
Stereo) X

SttreoIX

Forever Knight "Blind
Faith" (R) OnStereo) I

